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In my direct testimony, I address the legal and regulatory obligations imposed on

8

Appalachian Power Company in seeking Commission approval for its 2015 Integrated Resource

9

Plan under Virginia Code Section 56-597, et. seq. and rules adopted by the Commission. In light

10

of those requirements, I make several findings, and reach a conclusion about the Company’s

11

application. Based on that conclusion, I make a recommendation to the Commission.

12
13
14

Specifically, I find that while there are aspects of the Company’s IRP that I support, there
are notable deficiencies:


15

The Company incorrectly treats the retail net metering offset credit as a cost, net of
wholesale energy value.

16



The Company ignores evidence of the full value of distributed solar.

17



The Company ignores the economic development benefits of distributed solar energy.

18



The Company unreasonably constrains its forecast of potential distributed solar

19
20
21
22

energy market growth.


The Company fails to account for the unique features and contributions distributed
solar energy resources offer to customers and the grid.

Based on my review of the Company’s application, I conclude that the IRP submitted by

23

the Company is materially deficient in its analysis of distributed solar generation resources.

24

Therefore, I recommend that the Commission direct the Company to thoroughly and objectively

25

evaluate distributed solar generation resources under a range of ownership and deployment

26

models, and to report the results of that evaluation in the next filed IRP.
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Introduction

1
2

Q.

Environmental Respondents.

3
4

Please state your name, business name and address, and role with the

A.

My name is Karl R. Rábago. I am the principal of Rábago Energy LLC, a New York

5

limited liability company, located at 62 Prospect Street, White Plains, New York. I

6

appear here in my capacity as an expert witness on behalf of Appalachian Voices, the

7

Chesapeake Climate Action Network, and the Virginia Chapter of the Sierra Club

8

(collectively “Environmental Respondents”), who are represented in this matter by the

9

Southern Environmental Law Center.

10

Q.

regulation and the renewable energy field.

11
12

Please summarize your experience and expertise in the field of electric utility

A.

I have worked for more than 25 years in the electricity industry and related fields. My

13

previous employment experience includes Commissioner with the Public Utility

14

Commission of Texas, Deputy Assistant Secretary with the U.S. Department of Energy,

15

Vice President with Austin Energy, and Director with AES Corporation, among others. A

16

detailed resume is attached as Exhibit KRR-1.

17

Q.

Have you ever testified before the Virginia SCC or other regulatory agencies?

18

A.

Yes. In the past three years, I have submitted testimony, comments, or presentations in

19

proceedings in Virginia, New York, Georgia, Minnesota, Michigan, Missouri, Louisiana,

20

North Carolina, Kentucky, Arizona, Florida, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia. A

21

listing of my recent previous testimony is attached as Exhibit KRR-2.

22

Q.

What materials did you review in preparing this testimony?
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1

A.

I reviewed applicable sections of the Code of Virginia, the Commission IRP Guidelines,

2

the Appalachian Power Company (“APCo” or the “Company”) filing, and its responses

3

to requests for information from my client and from other parties in the case. In addition,

4

I reviewed my testimony in Virginia State Corporation Commission (“SCC”) Case No.

5

PUE-2014-00026.

6
Virginia Requirements for Integrated Resource Planning

7
8

Q.

Virginia and Commission Guidelines regarding integrated resource planning and

9

solar energy resource options?

10
11

What is your understanding of the Company’s obligations under the Code of

A.

I defer to counsel for the Environmental Respondents on any questions of legal argument

12

or conclusions. But as an expert in the electric utility sector, I note that the Code of

13

Virginia provisions and Commission Guidelines relating to energy policy and integrated

14

resource planning require, among other things, that the Company integrate its review of a

15

wide range of supply and demand side options into a plan that:

16



Is consistent with the Commonwealth Energy Objectives and Policy set forth in

17

Virginia Code §§ 67-101 and 102, including promotion of the use of renewable

18

resources;

19



Reflects a diversity of electric generation supply and cost-effective demand reduction

20

contracts and services so as to reduce the risks associated with an over-reliance on

21

any particular fuel or type of generation demand and supply resources;

22
23



Reflects a comprehensive analysis of all existing and new resource options (supplyand demand-side), including costs, benefits, risks, uncertainties, reliability, and
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1

customer acceptance where appropriate, considered and chosen by the utility for

2

satisfaction of native load requirements and other system obligations necessary to

3

provide reliable electric utility service, at the lowest reasonable cost, over the

4

planning period;

5



6

Assesses the potential costs and benefits of reasonably available traditional and
alternative supply-side energy resource options; and

7



Analyzes potential resource options and combinations of resource options to serve

8

system needs, taking into account the sensitivity of its analysis to variations in future

9

estimates of peak load, energy requirements, and other significant assumptions,

10

including, but not limited to, the risks associated with wholesale markets, fuel costs,

11

construction or implementation costs, transmission and distribution costs,

12

environmental impact and compliance costs.

13

Q.

What does that provision require regarding an Integrated Resource Plan?

14
15

The General Assembly recently amended and reenacted Virginia Code § 56-599.

A.

Speaking again as a utility planning expert and not as counsel for Environmental

16

Respondents, I note that the law continues to require comprehensive and systematic

17

evaluation of resource options including power purchases from markets and through

18

contracts, self-generation, investments in demand-side resources, and other actions to

19

diversify supply. The new portions of § 56-599 require:

20



Consideration of “options for maintaining and enhancing rate stability, energy

21

independence, economic development including retention and expansion of energy-

22

intensive industries, and service reliability.”
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1



Systematic evaluation of the effect of current and pending state and federal

2

environmental regulations upon the continued operation of existing electric

3

generation facilities or options for construction of new electric generation facilities,

4

and “[t]he most cost effective means of complying with current and pending state and

5

federal environmental regulations, including compliance options to minimize effects

6

on customer rates of such regulations.”

7

Q.

and what does it seek from the Commission?

8
9

What is the Company ultimately required to produce for review in this proceeding

A.

The Company is obligated to produce a document “that provides a forecast of its load

10

obligations and a plan to meet those obligations by supply side and demand side

11

resources over the ensuing 15 years to promote reasonable prices, reliable service, energy

12

independence, and environmental responsibility.” Va. Code § 56-597. It seeks a finding,

13

based on the evidence, that the IRP meets the obligations of the law, and is reasonable

14

and is in the public interest. Id. § 56-599 C.

15
Summary of Findings and Conclusions

16
17

Q.

What are your general findings based on your review of the Company’s IRP?

18

A.

19

ultimate decision to advance what it calls a Hybrid Plan. In particular, I am encouraged

20

by the Company’s statement (IRP § 6.2) that:

21
22
23
24
25
26

I support a good deal of the logic and reasoning articulated by the Company in its

[T]he accelerated installation of renewable resources would serve to improve
APCo’s energy position with respect to customer load. The pursuit of renewable
resources could have significant economic advantages, particularly after
considering the relative impacts associated with three of the more critical
“driving” economic risk parameters: the potential future cost of fuel, the timing of
CO2/carbon pricing, and the future costs to construct the available options.
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1

I also agree with the Company that in light of all market and regulatory conditions

2

facing the Company over the planning horizon, the highest priority should be placed on

3

maximizing flexibility.

4

However, I do have concerns that in spite of this logic, reasoning, and recognition

5

of a need for flexibility, the Company does not adequately explore the benefits of

6

distributed rooftop solar and the opportunity to increase those benefits over the planning

7

period. To the contrary, the Company appears set on a path that would discourage the

8

widespread growth of distributed solar generation, to the detriment of its customers.

9

Specifically, I find that:

10



11

The Company incorrectly treats the retail net metering offset credit as a cost, net of
wholesale energy value.

12



The Company ignores evidence of the full value of distributed solar.

13



The Company ignores the economic development benefits of distributed solar energy.

14



The Company unreasonably constrains its forecast of potential distributed solar

15

energy market growth.

16



17

The Company fails to account for the unique features and contributions distributed
solar energy resources offer to customers and the grid.

18

Q.

Based on these findings, what conclusions do you reach?

19

A.

Based on my review of the Company’s application, I conclude that the IRP submitted by

20

the Company is materially deficient in its analysis of distributed solar generation

21

resources.

22

Q.

What recommendation do you make to the Commission?
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1

A.

I recommend that the Commission direct the Company to thoroughly and objectively

2

evaluate distributed solar generation resources under a range of ownership and

3

deployment models, and to report the results of that evaluation in the next filed IRP.

4
The Value of Distributed Solar

5
6

Q.

the Commission. What kind of testimony have you submitted?

7
8

You indicated that you have previously filed testimony in other proceedings before

A.

I have submitted testimony in prior cases involving Dominion Virginia Power and

9

Appalachian Power Company, relating to rates and integrated resource planning. These

10

cases were Case No. PUE-2012-0064 (Dominion Virginia Electric Power Special Solar

11

Power Tariff), Case No. PUE-2013-00088 (Dominion Virginia Electric Power 2013 IRP),

12

Case No. PUE-2014-00026 (APCo 2014 Biennial Rate Review), and Case No. PUE-

13

2015-00035 (Dominion Virginia Electric Power 2015 IRP).

14

Q.

Is any of that prior testimony relevant in this proceeding?

15

A.

Yes. Specifically, my testimony on behalf of Environmental Respondents in Case No.

16

PUE-2014-00026, the Company’s recent rate request, is particularly relevant to this issue.

17

That testimony is available on the Commission’s website at

18

http://www.scc.virginia.gov/docketsearch/DOCS/2ypx01!.PDF.

19

Q.

What was the purpose of that testimony in Case No. PUE-2014-00026?

20

A.

In that testimony I provided extensive evidence concerning the value of distributed,

21

behind-the-meter solar generation in support of my position that the Company’s proposed

22

transmission and distribution standby charges for solar generation were not justified. The

23

Commission granted the Company’s request.
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1

Q.

What did you assert in your testimony in PUE-2014-00026?

2

A.

I provided testimony that distributed solar generation provides numerous and quantifiable

3

benefits to the utility and its ratepayers, including customers who do not invest in

4

distributed solar. Although the Commission ultimately approved the standby charge that

5

I had opposed, some of my observations about the value of solar remained unchallenged

6

in that proceeding.

7

Q.

How is that testimony relevant to this proceeding?

8

A.

That testimony rebuts the Company contention that the appropriate treatment of

9

distributed solar operating under net metering is as a cost to the utility in the amount of

10

the net metering offset credit.

11

Q.

How does the Company account for net metered generation?

12

A.

As stated in the Company’s plan, (IRP § 4.4.3.4), costs for net metering “were considered

13

to be the “full” net metering (i.e. retail) rate, which is the credit in APCo’s states.” The

14

Company did not consider hardware and installation costs borne by customers, as they

15

are not part of the Company’s revenue requirements. (IRP § 4.4.4.4). Further, the

16

Company models such resources only as non-dispatchable generators of energy, and

17

assigns no capacity value to the units. (IRP § 4.4.4.5). The Company does appear to

18

recognize some energy value at the PJM market energy price, presumably as reduction in

19

load. (IRP § 5.2.2.1, p. 109).

20
21

Q.

Why is treating the net metering offset credit as a cost, net of energy value, the
wrong approach?
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1

A.

Treating net metered generation as a cost in this fashion ignores the many value

2

components of distributed energy generation beyond the load reduction value. As I

3

detailed in my testimony in Case No. PUE-2014-00026, these include benefits such as:

4



5

Energy savings based on not having to purchase or generate energy from the most
expensive units in the Company’s system at peak or near-peak times of the day;

6



Reduced system losses based on a reduction in marginal losses;

7



Generation capacity savings – the ability to defer or avoid the need for new,

8

expensive fossil fuel-fired power plants – from using effective load carrying

9

capability or similar analysis;

10



Reduced strain on the Company’s transmission and distribution capacity;

11



Grid support services, which would require an evaluation of the ancillary services

12

value of solar;

13



Financial benefits, including a fuel price hedge and market price response benefits;

14



Grid security benefits from increased stability and resiliency on the grid;

15



Quantifiable environmental benefits, such as reduced carbon intensity in the

16

Company’s Virginia service territory and other residual (beyond environmental

17

compliance) benefits; and

18



19

Quantifiable societal benefits, such as increased tax revenues and economic
development wherever solar installations occur.

20

Q.

Have any of these benefits been documented in studies or analysis?

21

A.

Yes. A recently published report co-authored by Lindsey Hallock of the Frontier Group

22

and Rob Sargent of the Environment America Research & Policy Center compiles the

23

results of several recent solar valuation studies. Their report, titled “Shining Rewards,”
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1

concludes that “[a] review of 11 recent analyses shows that individuals and businesses

2

that decide to “go solar” generally deliver greater benefits to the grid and society than

3

they receive through net metering.”1 I served as a reviewer for the find draft of the report

4

and provided comments to the authors. The report includes a graphic that powerfully

5

demonstrates this value proposition, and explains the methods used in the cited studies:

6
7
8
9

Figure 1: Retail Electricity Rates and the Value of Solar Energy in 11 CostBenefit Analyses.
Source: “Shining Rewards,” Environment America & Frontier Group (Summer
2015)

10

1

Exhibit KRR-3. Environment America, “Shining Rewards,” June 2015, at p. 4. Available at
http://www.environmentamerica.org/reports/amc/shining-rewards.
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1

Q.

How does the Company justify its decision to treat the entire net metering offset

2

value as a cost in its planning, net of load reduction valued at the PJM market

3

energy value?

4

A.

5

The Company treats this as an unproven assumption. I found no information or other
explanation for this treatment.

6
The Economic Development Value of Distributed Solar

7
8

Q.

solar energy?

9
10

Does the Company recognize the economic development value of distributed rooftop

A.

No. The Company acknowledges (IRP § 2.8.1, p. 27 et seq.) that under recent

11

amendments to Virginia Code section 56-599, the IRP process requires evaluation of

12

options for maintaining and enhancing economic development. Further, the Company

13

recognizes that fuel diversity benefits of renewable energy support stable rates, which is

14

valued by energy intensive firms because it reduces the risk associated with business

15

expansion or relocation. (Id.) However, while asserting that it conducts economic

16

development programs in general, it cites only one example of a load retention demand

17

charge discount for customers with demand larger than 1,000 kW. (IRP § 2.8.2)

18

Q.

distributed rooftop solar generation development?

19
20

Should the Company have considered the economic development potential of

A.

Yes. In addition to the statutory obligation under Virginia Code 56-599, there are good

21

reasons to evaluate the economic development benefits of distributed renewable energy

22

generation. These smaller solar systems still contribute fuel diversity benefits, just as

23

large, utility-scale systems. But instead of being financed through rate adjustment clauses
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1

charged to all customers, these rooftop solar installations are paid for by the customer-

2

generators themselves, out of their own pocket. It is the customer-generators who also

3

bear the operational and insurance risk of operating the system, not all of APCo’s

4

ratepayers. In addition, installing these rooftop solar systems is labor intensive. The jobs

5

created by distributed solar installers are local jobs, putting money right back into APCo

6

communities where the panels are installed.

7
Encouraging Customer Investment in Rooftop Solar

8
9

Q.

distributed rooftop solar?

10
11

A.

12
13

No. The Company takes the position that it has no control over the amount or timing of
additions of distributed rooftop solar. (IRP § 6.1, p. 124, “Note 3.”)

Q.

Do you agree that the Company has no control over the amount or timing of
customer investments in distributed rooftop solar?

14
15

Does the Company evaluate the potential for encouraging customer investment in

A.

No. This is precisely why analysis of the full value of distributed solar generation is so

16

important. As the studies cited in the “Shining Reward” report demonstrate, where the

17

value of distributed generation exceeds the retail rate, incremental benefits accrue to the

18

utility and all ratepayers, including non-solar customers. Within the margin of value that

19

exceeds retail rates, there is room for targeted incentives to accelerate the deployment of

20

customer-owned distributed solar systems while retaining the overall savings benefits at a

21

reasonable level. Such targeted incentives can be used to positively impact the amount

22

and timing of customer investments in distributed rooftop solar.
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1

Q.

installations?

2
3

A.

4
5

Figure 11 in the Company’s plan shows that the Company assumes a growth rate of 5%
per year for rooftop solar.

Q.

How does the Company assumption of 5% per year in growth of rooftop solar
square with the broader market experience in the United States?

6
7

What growth rate does the Company assume for behind the meter rooftop solar

A.

The Company’s growth rate is tiny compared to growth rates in Virginia and the broader

8

United States as a whole, over the past five years. I consulted data provided by the U.S.

9

Energy Information Administration based on reports filed by utilities on the EIA Form-

10

826 to compile solar net metering growth rates in the United States and Virginia. The

11

following tables show a summary of that data:

12
13
14

15

Table 1:

US Total Solar PV Net Metering Customers
Source: EIA, Form EIA-826 data.

Year
2015 (YTD July)

Total US Net
Metering Solar
PV Customers
('000s)
816

Growth from
Previous Year
25%

Cumulative
Growth
741%

Average Growth
since 2010
55%

2014
2013
2012
2011

654
451
234
173

45%
93%
35%
78%

574%
365%
141%
78%

63%
69%
57%
78%

16
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1
2

Table 2:

Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

3
4

Virginia Solar PV Net Metering Customers
Source: EIA, Form EIA-826 data.
Total VA Net
Metering Solar
PV Customers
2252
1858
1387
1111
848

Growth from
Previous Year
21%
34%
25%
31%
13%

Cumulative
Growth
201%
148%
85%
48%
13%

Average Growth
since 2010
25%
26%
23%
22%
13%

As shown in the tables, the Company’s assumption about rooftop solar growth is at least

5

five times lower than the average growth rate experience in Virginia over the past five

6

years. In my opinion, the Company significantly underestimates the potential for growth

7

and contribution to energy supply that can come from customer-owned rooftop solar

8

systems.

9

Q.

growth?

10
11

What is the significance of this underestimation of potential solar rooftop market

A.

Because of the basic arithmetic effect of compounding, the impact could be very large.

12

Dominion Virginia Power, for example, presented a sensitivity analysis showing an

13

average growth rate of 22% over the period 2016-2030.2 If APCo had used that estimate

14

instead, it would have almost 600 MW of installed rooftop solar by 2039. A reasonable

15

approach to the IRP would have examined the potential contribution of more realistic

16

levels of market growth, at least as a sensitivity.

17

Q.

From a planning perspective, what is the upshot of the Company’s assumptions
about rooftop solar?

18

2

In re: Virginia Electric and Power Company’s Integrated Resource Plan filing pursuant to Va.
Code § 56-597 et seq., PUE-2015-00035, at figure 6.5.2.
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1

A.

The Company takes the position that every kilowatt-hour of energy generated by

2

customer-owned rooftop solar costs the equivalent of the full retail rate. This assumption

3

is erroneous. However, it explains the Company’s failure to explore customer-owned

4

distributed solar generation as a resource.

5

Q.

resulting behavior by the Company impact utility costs and other customers?

6
7

Given your testimony in this and other proceedings, how does this assumption and

A.

The result of ignoring the very real value provided by rooftop solar means the Company

8

will pursue more expensive resource options that eventually have to be paid for by all

9

customers, whether they invest in solar systems or not. These costs will make electricity

10

service less competitive and reduce potential economic development in the Company’s

11

service territory.

12

Q.

properly understand the role of distributed solar generation?

13
14

Are there are examples in the IRP that demonstrate the Company’s failure to

A.

Yes. On page 96 of the IRP, the Company observes that a solar resource has a “useful

15

capacity” that is “less than its nameplate rating. In PJM, that initial capacity credit is 38%

16

of the nameplate rating.” But ending the discussion there, without further explanation,

17

suggests that the Company does not understand the value of solar to its system. Solar

18

resources do have a lower capacity factor than traditional, multi-billion-dollar

19

dispatchable resources like coal, gas, or nuclear-powered generation stations. But solar is

20

not designed to operate like a large, centralized power station. The greatest value of solar

21

generation is when it is used as a diffuse, distributed resource that strengthens the

22

transmission and distribution systems by decentralizing power generation. That is a
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1

benefit that traditional power plants simply cannot provide. It is a benefit that the

2

Company fails to systematically evaluate in this IRP.

3

Q.

understanding capacity factor?

4
5

Does the benefit of a distributed and decentralized power source have any impact on

A.

Yes. Solar resources should not be studied in isolation, but rather should be considered

6

together as part of a larger solar network on the grid. It might be cloudy in one part of the

7

Company’s service territory while there are clear skies elsewhere. Viewed together, all of

8

the solar resources installed in Appalachian Power’s service territory will have a

9

somewhat higher capacity factor than each system in isolation. That is, the aggregate

10

capacity value of solar resources across a geographically dispersed array of solar

11

installations will almost certainly deliver greater reliability than any one solar farm

12

viewed in isolation. A Stanford University study published in the Journal of Applied

13

Meteorology and Climatology found that “[a] solution to improve wind power reliability

14

is interconnected wind power.”3 This approach applies just as well with solar resources,

15

as explained in a research paper from the Rocky Mountain Institute, “Intermittent

16

Renewables in the Next Generation Utility.”4

17

Q.

By why shouldn’t solar still be evaluated by the exact same metrics used to evaluate
traditional power plants?

18

3

Exhibit KRR-4. C. Archer & M. Jacobson, “Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing
Transmission Requirements by Interconnecting Wind Farms,” 46 J. Applied Meteorology &
Climatology 1701, at 1702 ((Feb. 2007). Available at
http://www.ceoe.udel.edu/File%20Library/Our%20People/Profiles/carcher/My_Papers/Archer_J
acobson_JAMC_2007.pdf
4
Exhibit KRR-5. L. Hansen & J. Levine, “Intermittent Renewables in the Next Generation
Utility,” presentation at PowerGen-RE 2008 Conference & Exhibition (Feb. 2008). Available at
http://www.rmi.org/Knowledge-Center/Library/2008-22_IntermittentRenewablesInNGU
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1

A.

Solar resources function differently and in different locations in the grid from centralized

2

power stations. To provide an analogy, imagine a comparison between a car and an

3

AMTRAK train. Both are important, valuable pieces of our larger transportation network.

4

But if you were to cross-shop AMTRAK tickets when looking for a car, you might

5

dismiss the train as horribly rigid and oversized, even if more efficient in transporting

6

hundreds of passengers. You would note that it is impossible to navigate city streets in an

7

AMTRAK train, and that the train won’t bring you right to your front door at the end of

8

the work day. Of course, a train is not designed to function like a car. And when

9

evaluated on what it is designed to do—carry many passengers long distances quickly

10

and efficiently—it beats the privately-owned car hands down. The same is true in

11

comparing solar versus traditional generation resources. Solar, when evaluated

12

appropriately, will beat large, multi-billion-dollar centralized power stations hands down.

13

Q.

How so?

14

A.

The time of day when PV solar installations are most effective—midday through late-

15

afternoon—coincides well with summertime peaking demands. As a peaking and pre-

16

peaking resource, solar provides energy at a time when the cost of producing or

17

purchasing power for the grid will often be at its most expensive. In addition, Effective

18

Load Carrying Capacity analysis reveals that solar generation offers measurable capacity

19

benefits at many hours over the course of a year, even for utilities that have their single

20

highest peak in the winter. Comprehensive assessment is the only way in which to

21

substantiate any assertion about capacity value for any resource.

22
23

Q.

Can you predict any other long term impacts from expanding opportunities for
solar in the Company’s service territory?
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1

A.

As distributed energy resources, including rooftop solar, continue to decrease in price and

2

improve in performance, they will become a more affordable alternative to many more

3

customers. As storage technologies improve, the incentives for “going solar” will

4

accelerate. This is the time that the Company should investigate active partnership with

5

customers in developing clean, high-value distributed solar and other generation.

6

Q.

What would this activity look like?

7

A.

The Company should start actively analyzing and deploying programs and services

8

around community or shared solar, solar for schools, on-bill financing for customer-

9

owned solar, leasing of rooftops as sites for solar deployment, low- and moderate-income

10

customer-focused solar programs, remote net metering, and net metering aggregation.

11
Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendation

12
13

Q.

What are your general findings based on your review of the Company’s IRP?

14

A.

I support a good deal of the logic and reasoning articulated by the Company in its

15
16

ultimate decision to advance what it calls a Hybrid Plan.
I also agree with the Company that in light of all market and regulatory conditions

17

facing the Company over the planning horizon, the highest priority should be placed on

18

maximizing flexibility.

19

However, the Company does not adequately explore the benefits of distributed

20

rooftop solar and the opportunity to increase those benefits over the planning period. To

21

the contrary, the Company appears set on a path that would discourage the widespread

22

growth of distributed solar generation, to the detriment of its customers. Specifically, I

23

find that:
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1



2

The Company incorrectly treats the retail net metering offset credit as a cost, net of
wholesale energy value.

3



4

The Company ignores evidence of the full value of distributed solar available in
published literature and in evidence submitted in PUE-2014-00026.

5



The Company ignores the economic development benefits of distributed solar energy.

6



The Company unreasonably constrains its forecast of potential distributed solar

7

energy market growth.

8



9

The Company fails to account for the unique features and contributions distributed
solar energy resources offer to customers and the grid.

10

Q.

Based on these findings, what conclusions do you reach?

11

A.

Based on my review of the Company’s application, I conclude that the IRP submitted by

12

the Company is materially deficient in its analysis of distributed solar generation

13

resources.

14

Q.

What recommendation do you make to the Commission?

15

A.

I recommend that the Commission direct the Company to thoroughly and objectively

16

evaluate distributed solar generation resources under a range of ownership and

17

deployment models, and to report the results of that evaluation in the next filed IRP.

18

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

19

A.

Yes.
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Summary
Nationally recognized leader and innovator in electricity and energy law, policy, and regulation.
Experienced as a public utility regulatory commissioner, educator, research and development program
manager, utility executive, business builder, federal executive, corporate sustainability leader,
consultant, and advocate. Thought leader and practice expert in organizational transformation. Highly
proficient in advising, managing, and interacting with government agencies and committees, the
media, citizen groups, and business associations. Successful track record of working with US
Congress, state legislatures, governors, regulators, city councils, business leaders, researchers,
academia, and community groups. National and international contacts through experience with Austin
Energy, AES Corporation, US Department of Energy, Texas Public Utility Commission, Jicarilla
Apache Tribal Utility Authority, Cargill Dow LLC (now NatureWorks, LLC), Rocky Mountain
Institute, CH2M HILL, Houston Advanced Research Center, Environmental Defense Fund, and
others. Skilled attorney, negotiator, and advisor with more than twenty years experience working with
diverse stakeholder communities in electricity policy and regulation, emerging energy markets
development, clean energy technology development, electric utility restructuring, smart grid
development, and the implementation of sustainability principles. Extensive regulatory practice
experience. Nationally recognized speaker on energy, environment and sustainable development
matters. Managed staff as large as 250; responsible for operations of research facilities with staff in
excess of 600. Developed and managed budgets in excess of $300 million. Law teaching experience
at University of Houston Law Center and U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Trial experience as a
Judge Advocate. Post doctorate degrees in environmental and military law. Military veteran.

Employment
P ACE E NERGY AND C LIMATE C ENTER , P ACE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF L AW
Executive Director: May 2014—Present.
Leader of a team of professional and technical experts in energy and climate law, policy, and
regulation. Secure funding for and manage execution of research, market development support,
and advisory services for a wide range of funders, clients, and stakeholders with the overall goal
of advancing clean energy deployment, climate responsibility, and market efficiency. Supervise a
team of employees, consultants, and adjunct researchers. Provide learning and development
opportunities for law students. Coordinate efforts of the Center with and support the
environmental law faculty. Additional activities:

•   Co-Director and Principal Investigator, Northeast Solar Energy Market Coalition (2015present). The NESEMC is a US Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative Solar Market
Pathways project. Funded under a cooperative agreement between the US DOE and Pace
University, the NESEMC seeks to harmonize solar market policy and advance best policy
and regulatory practices in the northeast United States.

•   Chairman of the Board, Center for Resource Solutions (1997-present). CRS is a not-for-profit
organization based at the Presidio in California. CRS developed and manages the Green-e
Renewable Electricity Brand, a nationally and internationally recognized branding program
for green power and green pricing products and programs. Past chair of the Green-e
Governance Board (formerly the Green Power Board).
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•   Director, Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) (2012-present). IREC focuses on
issues impacting expanded renewable energy use such as rules that support renewable energy
and distributed resources in a restructured market, connecting small-scale renewables to the
utility grid, developing quality credentials that indicate a level of knowledge and skills
competency for renewable energy professionals.
RÁBAGO ENERGY LLC
Principal: July 2012—Present. Consulting practice dedicated to providing expert witness and
policy formulation advice and services to organizations in the clean and advanced energy sectors.
Recognized national leader in development and implementation of award-winning “Value of
Solar” alternative to traditional net metering. Additional information at www.rabagoenergy.com.
AUSTIN ENERGY – THE CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS
Vice President, Distributed Energy Services: April 2009—June 2012. Executive in 8th largest
public power electric utility serving more than one million people in central Texas. Responsible
for management and oversight of energy efficiency, demand response, and conservation
programs; low-income weatherization; distributed solar and other renewable energy technologies;
green buildings program; key accounts relationships; electric vehicle infrastructure; and market
research and product development. Executive sponsor of Austin Energy’s participation in an
innovative federally-funded smart grid demonstration project led by the Pecan Street Project. Led
teams that successfully secured over $39 million in federal stimulus funds for energy efficiency,
smart grid, and advanced electric transportation initiatives. Additional activities included:

•   Director, Renewable Energy Markets Association. REMA is a trade association dedicated to
maintaining and strengthening renewable energy markets in the United States.

•   Membership on Pedernales Electric Cooperative Member Advisory Board. Invited by the
Board of Directors to sit on first-ever board to provide formal input and guidance on energy
efficiency and renewable energy issues for the nation’s largest electric cooperative.
THE AES CORPORATION
Director, Government & Regulatory Affairs: June 2006—December 2008. Government and
regulatory affairs manager for AES Wind Generation, one of the largest wind companies in the
country. Manage a portfolio of regulatory and legislative initiatives to support wind energy
market development in Texas, across the United States, and in many international markets. Active
in national policy and the wind industry through work with the American Wind Energy
Association as a participant on the organization’s leadership council. Also served as Managing
Director, Standards and Practices, for Greenhouse Gas Services, LLC, a GE and AES venture
committed to generating and marketing greenhouse gas credits to the U.S. voluntary market.
Authored and implemented a standard of practice based on ISO 14064 and industry best
practices. Commissioned the development of a suite of methodologies and tools for various
greenhouse gas credit-producing technologies. Also served as Director, Global Regulatory
Affairs, providing regulatory support and group management to AES’s international electric
utility operations on five continents. Additional activities:

•   Director and past Chair, Jicarilla Apache Nation Utility Authority (1998 to 2008). Located in
New Mexico, the JAUA is an independent utility developing profitable and autonomous
utility services that provides natural gas, water utility services, low income housing, and
energy planning for the Nation. Authored “First Steps” renewable energy and energy
efficiency strategic plan.
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HOUSTON ADVANCED RESEARCH CENTER
Group Director, Energy and Buildings Solutions: December 2003—May 2006. Leader of energy
and building science staff at a mission-driven not-for-profit contract research organization based
in The Woodlands, Texas. Responsible for developing, maintaining and expanding upon
technology development, application, and commercialization support programmatic activities,
including the Center for Fuel Cell Research and Applications, an industry-driven testing and
evaluation center for near-commercial fuel cell generators; the Gulf Coast Combined Heat and
Power Application Center, a state and federally funded initiative; and the High Performance
Green Buildings Practice, a consulting and outreach initiative. Secured funding for major new
initiative in carbon nanotechnology applications in the energy sector. Developed and launched
new and integrated program activities relating to hydrogen energy technologies, combined heat
and power, distributed energy resources, renewable energy, energy efficiency, green buildings,
and regional clean energy development. Active participant in policy development and regulatory
implementation in Texas, the Southwest, and national venues. Frequently engaged with policy,
regulatory, and market leaders in the region and internationally. Additional activities:

•   President, Texas Renewable Energy Industries Association. As elected president of the
statewide business association, leader and manager of successful efforts to secure and
implement significant expansion of the state’s renewable portfolio standard as well as other
policy, regulatory, and market development activities.

•   Director, Southwest Biofuels Initiative. Established the Initiative acts as an umbrella structure
for a number of biofuels related projects, including emissions evaluation for a stationary
biodiesel pilot project, feedstock development, and others.

•   Member, Committee to Study the Environmental Impacts of Windpower, National
Academies of Science National Research Council. The Committee was chartered by
Congress and the Council on Environmental Quality to assess the impacts of wind power on
the environment.

•   Advisory Board Member, Environmental & Energy Law & Policy Journal, University of
Houston Law Center.
CARGILL DOW LLC (NOW NATUREWORKS, LLC)
Sustainability Alliances Leader: April 2002—December 2003. Founded in 1997, NatureWorks,
LLC is based in Minnetonka, Minnesota. Integrated sustainability principles into all aspects of a
ground-breaking biobased polymer manufacturing venture. Responsible for maintaining,
enhancing and building relationships with stakeholders in the worldwide sustainability
community, as well as managing corporate and external sustainability initiatives. NatureWorks is
the first company to offer its customers a family of polymers (polylactide – “PLA”) derived
entirely from annually renewable resources with the cost and performance necessary to compete
with packaging materials and traditional fibers; now marketed under the brand name “Ingeo.”

•   Successfully completed Minnesota Management Institute at University of Minnesota Carlson
School of Management, an alternative to an executive MBA program that surveyed
fundamentals and new developments in finance, accounting, operations management,
strategic planning, and human resource management.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE
Managing Director/Principal: October 1999–April 2002. In two years, co-led the team and grew
annual revenues from approximately $300,000 to more than $2 million in annual grant and
consulting income. Co-authored “Small Is Profitable,” a comprehensive analysis of the benefits of
distributed energy resources. Worked to increase market opportunities for clean and distributed
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energy resources through consulting, research, and publication activities. Provided consulting and
advisory services to help business and government clients achieve sustainability through
application and incorporation of Natural Capitalism principles. Frequent appearance in media at
international, national, regional and local levels.

•   President of the Board, Texas Ratepayers Organization to Save Energy. Texas R.O.S.E. is a
non-profit organization advocating low-income consumer issues and energy efficiency
programs.

•   Co-Founder and Chair of the Advisory Board, Renewable Energy Policy Project-Center for
Renewable Energy and Sustainable Technology. REPP-CREST was a national non-profit
research and internet services organization.
CH2M HILL
Vice President, Energy, Environment and Systems Group: July 1998–August 1999. Responsible
for providing consulting services to a wide range of energy-related businesses and organizations,
and for creating new business opportunities in the energy industry for an established engineering
and consulting firm. Completed comprehensive electric utility restructuring studies for the states
of Colorado and Alaska.
PLANERGY
Vice President, New Energy Markets: January 1998–July 1998. Responsible for developing and
managing new business opportunities for the energy services market. Provided consulting and
advisory services to utility and energy service companies.
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND
Energy Program Manager: March 1996–January 1998. Managed renewable energy, energy
efficiency, and electric utility restructuring programs for a not-for-profit environmental group
with a staff of 160 and over 300,000 members. Led regulatory intervention activities in Texas and
California. In Texas, played a key role in crafting Deliberative Polling processes. Initiated and
managed nationwide collaborative activities aimed at increasing use of renewable energy and
energy efficiency technologies in the electric utility industry, including the Green-e Certification
Program, Power Scorecard, and others. Participated in national environmental and energy
advocacy networks, including the Energy Advocates Network, the National Wind Coordinating
Committee, the NCSL Advisory Committee on Energy, and the PV-COMPACT Coordinating
Council. Frequently appeared before the Texas Legislature, Austin City Council, and regulatory
commissions on electric restructuring issues.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Utility Technologies: January 1995–March 1996. Manager of the
Department’s programs in renewable energy technologies and systems, electric energy systems,
energy efficiency, and integrated resource planning. Supervised technology research,
development and deployment activities in photovoltaics, wind energy, geothermal energy, solar
thermal energy, biomass energy, high-temperature superconductivity, transmission and
distribution, hydrogen, and electric and magnetic fields. Developed, coordinated, and advised on
legislation, policy, and renewable energy technology development within the Department, among
other agencies, and with Congress. Managed, coordinated, and developed international
agreements for cooperative activities in renewable energy and utility sector policy, regulation,
and market development between the Department and counterpart foreign national entities.
Established and enhanced partnerships with stakeholder groups, including technology firms,
electric utility companies, state and local governments, and associations. Supervised development
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and deployment support activities at national laboratories. Developed, advocated and managed a
Congressional budget appropriation of approximately $300 million.
STATE OF TEXAS
Commissioner, Public Utility Commission of Texas. May 1992–December 1994. Appointed by
Governor Ann W. Richards. Regulated electric and telephone utilities in Texas. Laid the
groundwork for legislative and regulatory adoption of integrated resource planning, electric utility
restructuring, and significantly increased use of renewable energy and energy efficiency
resources. Appointed by Governor Richards to co-chair and organize the Texas Sustainable
Energy Development Council. Served as Vice-Chair of the National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners (NARUC) Committee on Energy Conservation. Member and co-creator of
the Photovoltaic Collaborative Market Project to Accelerate Commercial Technology (PVCOMPACT), a nationwide program to develop domestic markets for photovoltaics. Member,
Southern States Energy Board Integrated Resource Planning Task Force. Member of the
University of Houston Environmental Institute Board of Advisors.
LAW TEACHING
Professor for a Designated Service: Pace University Law School, 2014-present. Non-tenured
member of faculty. Courses taught: Energy Law. Supervise a student clinical effort that engages
in a wide range of advocacy, analysis, and research activities in support of the mission of the Pace
Energy and Climate Center.
Associate Professor of Law: University of Houston Law Center, 1990–1992. Full time, tenure
track member of faculty. Courses taught: Criminal Law, Environmental Law, Criminal
Procedure, Environmental Crimes Seminar, Wildlife Protection Law. Provided pro bono legal
services in administrative proceedings and filings at the Texas Public Utility Commission.
Launched a student clinical effort that reviewed and made recommendations on utility energy
efficiency program plans.
Assistant Professor: United States Military Academy, West Point, New York, 1988–1990.
Member of the faculty in the Department of Law. Honorably discharged in August 1990, as
Major in the Regular Army. Courses taught: Constitutional Law, Military Law, and
Environmental Law Seminar. Greatly expanded the environmental law curriculum and laid
foundation for the concentration program in law. While carrying a full time teaching load, earned
a Master of Laws degree in Environmental Law. Established a program for subsequent
environmental law professors to obtain an LL.M. prior to joining the faculty.
LITIGATION
Trial Defense Attorney and Prosecutor, U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps, Fort Polk,
Louisiana, January 1985–July 1987. Assigned to Trial Defense Service and Office of the Staff
Judge Advocate. Prosecuted and defended more than 150 felony-level courts-martial. As
prosecutor, served as legal officer for two brigade-sized units (approximately 5,000 soldiers),
advising commanders on appropriate judicial, non-judicial, separation, and other actions.
Pioneered use of some forms of psychiatric and scientific testimony in administrative and judicial
proceedings.
NON-LEGAL MILITARY SERVICE
Armored Cavalry Officer, 2d Squadron 9th Armored Cavalry, Fort Stewart, Georgia, May 1978–
August 1981. Served as Logistics Staff Officer (S-4). Managed budget, supplies, fuel,
ammunition, and other support for an Armored Cavalry Squadron. Served as Support Platoon
Leader for the Squadron (logistical support), and as line Platoon Leader in an Armored Cavalry
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Troop. Graduate of Airborne and Ranger Schools. Special training in Air Mobilization Planning
and Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Warfare.
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Formal Education
LL.M., Environmental Law, Pace University School of Law, 1990: Curriculum designed to
provide breadth and depth in study of theoretical and practical aspects of environmental law. Courses
included: International and Comparative Environmental Law, Conservation Law, Land Use Law,
Seminar in Electric Utility Regulation, Scientific and Technical Issues Affecting Environmental Law,
Environmental Regulation of Real Estate, Hazardous Wastes Law. Individual research with Hudson
Riverkeeper Fund, Garrison, New York.
LL.M., Military Law, U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s School, 1988: Curriculum designed
to prepare Judge Advocates for senior level staff service. Courses included: Administrative Law,
Defensive Federal Litigation, Government Information Practices, Advanced Federal Litigation,
Federal Tort Claims Act Seminar, Legal Writing and Communications, Comparative International
Law.
J.D. with Honors, University of Texas School of Law, 1984: Attended law school under the U.S.
Army Funded Legal Education Program, a fully funded scholarship awarded to 25 or fewer officers
each year. Served as Editor-in-Chief (1983–84); Articles Editor (1982–83); Member (1982) of the
Review of Litigation. Moot Court, Mock Trial, Board of Advocates. Summer internship at Staff
Judge Advocate’s offices. Prosecuted first cases prior to entering law school.
B.B.A., Business Management, Texas A&M University, 1977: ROTC Scholarship (3–yr).
Member: Corps of Cadets, Parson’s Mounted Cavalry, Wings & Sabers Scholarship Society,
Rudder’s Rangers, Town Hall Society, Freshman Honor Society, Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity.
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Selected Publications
“The Value of Solar Tariff: Net Metering 2.0,” The ICER Chronicle, Ed. 1, p. 46 [International
Confederation of Energy Regulators] (December 2013)
“A Regulator’s Guidebook: Calculating the Benefits and Costs of Distributed Solar Generation,” coauthor, Interstate Renewable Energy Council (October 2013)
“The ‘Value of Solar’ Rate: Designing An Improved Residential Solar Tariff,” Solar Industry, Vol. 6, No.
1 (Feb. 2013)
“A Review of Barriers to Biofuels Market Development in the United States,” 2 Environmental & Energy
Law & Policy Journal 179 (2008)
“A Strategy for Developing Stationary Biodiesel Generation,” Cumberland Law Review, Vol. 36, p.461
(2006)
“Evaluating Fuel Cell Performance through Industry Collaboration,” co-author, Fuel Cell Magazine
(2005)
“Applications of Life Cycle Assessment to NatureWorks™ Polylactide (PLA) Production,” co-author,
Polymer Degradation and Stability 80, 403-19 (2003)
“An Energy Resource Investment Strategy for the City of San Francisco: Scenario Analysis of Alternative
Electric Resource Options,” contributing author, Prepared for the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission, Rocky Mountain Institute (2002)
“Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size,” coauthor, Rocky Mountain Institute (2002)
“Socio-Economic and Legal Issues Related to an Evaluation of the Regulatory Structure of the Retail
Electric Industry in the State of Colorado,” with Thomas E. Feiler, Colorado Public Utilities Commission
and Colorado Electricity Advisory Panel (April 1, 1999)
“Study of Electric Utility Restructuring in Alaska,” with Thomas E. Feiler, Legislative Joint Committee
on electric Restructuring and the Alaska Public Utilities Commission (April 1, 1999)
“New Markets and New Opportunities: Competition in the Electric Industry Opens the Way for
Renewables and Empowers Customers,” EEBA Excellence (Journal of the Energy Efficient Building
Association) (Summer 1998)
“Building a Better Future: Why Public Support for Renewable Energy Makes Sense,” Spectrum: The
Journal of State Government (Spring 1998)
“The Green-e Program: An Opportunity for Customers,” with Ryan Wiser and Jan Hamrin, Electricity
Journal, Vol. 11, No. 1 (January/February 1998)
“Being Virtual: Beyond Restructuring and How We Get There,” Proceedings of the First Symposium on
the Virtual Utility, Klewer Press (1997)
“Information Technology,” Public Utilities Fortnightly (March 15, 1996)
“Better Decisions with Better Information: The Promise of GIS,” with James P. Spiers, Public Utilities
Fortnightly (November 1, 1993)
“The Regulatory Environment for Utility Energy Efficiency Programs,” Proceedings of the Meeting on
the Efficient Use of Electric Energy, Inter-American Development Bank (May 1993)
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“An Alternative Framework for Low-Income Electric Ratepayer Services,” with Danielle Jaussaud and
Stephen Benenson, Proceedings of the Fourth National Conference on Integrated Resource Planning,
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (September 1992)
“What Comes Out Must Go In: The Federal Non-Regulation of Cooling Water Intakes Under Section 316
of the Clean Water Act,” Harvard Environmental Law Review, Vol. 16, p. 429 (1992)
“Least Cost Electricity for Texas,” State Bar of Texas Environmental Law Journal, Vol. 22, p. 93 (1992)
“Environmental Costs of Electricity,” Pace University School of Law, Contributor–Impingement and
Entrainment Impacts, Oceana Publications, Inc. (1990)
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Table of Testimony Submitted by Karl R. Rábago, Rábago Energy LLC
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Date

Proceeding

Case/Docket #

Dec. 21,
2012

VA Electric & Power
Special Solar Power Tariff

VA SCC Case # PUE2012-00064

Southern Environmental
Law Center

May 10,
2013

Georgia Power Company
2013 IRP

Docket # 36498

Georgia Solar Energy
Industries Association

Jun. 23,
1203

Louisiana Public Service
Commission Reexamination of Net
Metering Rules

Docket # R-31417

Gulf States Solar Energy
Industries Association

Aug. 29,
2013

DTE (Detroit Edison)
2013 Renewable Energy
Plan Review (Michigan)

Case # U-17302

Environmental Law and
Policy Center

Sep. 5,
2013

CE (Consumers Energy)
2013 Renewable Energy
Plan Review (Michigan)

Case # U-17301

Environmental Law and
Policy Center

Sep. 27,
2013

North Carolina Utilities
Commission 2012
Avoided Cost Case

Docket # E-100, Sub.
136

North Carolina Sustainable
Energy Association

Oct. 18,
2013

Georgia Power Company
2013 Rate Case

Docket # 36989

Georgia Solar Energy
Industries Association

Nov. 4,
2013

PEPCO Rate Case
(District of Columbia)

Formal Case # 1103

Grid 2.0 Working Group &
Sierra Club of Washington,
D.C.

Apr. 24,
2014

Dominion Virginia
Electric Power 2013 IRP

VA SCC Case # PUE2013-00088

Environmental Respondents

May 7,
2014

Arizona Corporation
Commission Investigation
on the Value and Cost of
Distributed Generation

Docket # E-00000J14-0023

Rábago Energy LLC
(invited presentation and
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Jul. 10,
2014

North Carolina Utilities
Commission 2014
Avoided Cost Case

Docket # E-100, Sub.
140

Southern Alliance for Clean
Energy

Jul. 23,
2014

Florida Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Act,
Goal Setting – FPL, Duke,
TECO, Gulf

Florida PSC Docket #
130199-EI, 130200EI, 130201-EI,
130202-EI

Southern Alliance for Clean
Energy
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2014

Ameren Missouri’s
Application for
Authorization to Suspend
Payment of Solar Rebates

Missouri PSC File No.
ET-2014-0350, Tariff
# YE-2014-0494

Missouri Solar Energy
Industries Association

Aug. 6,
2014

Appalachian Power
Company 2014 Biennial
Rate Review

Virginia SCC Case #
PUE-2014-00026

Southern Environmental
Law Center (Environmental
Respondents)

Aug. 13,
2014

Wisconsin Public Service
Corp. 2014 Rate
Application

Wisconsin PSC
Docket # 6690-UR123

RENEW Wisconsin and
Environmental Law &
Policy Center

Aug. 28,
2014

WE Energies 2014 Rate
Application

Wisconsin PSC
Docket # 05-UR-107

RENEW Wisconsin and
Environmental Law &
Policy Center

Sep. 18,
2014

Madison Gas & Electric
Company 2014 Rate
Application

Wisconsin PSC
Docket # 3720-UR120

RENEW Wisconsin and
Environmental Law &
Policy Center

Sep. 29,
2014

SOLAR, LLC v. Missouri
Public Service
Commission

Missouri District
Court Case # 14ACCC00316

SOLAR, LLC

Ongoing

Order Instituting
Rulemaking to Develop a
Successor to Existing Net
Energy Metering Tariffs,
etc.
Orange and Rockland
Utilities 2015 Rate
Application
DTE Electric Company
Rate Application

California PUC
Rulemaking 14-07002

The Utility Reform Network
(TURN)

Michigan PSC Case #
U-17767

Michigan Environmental
Council, NRDC, Sierra
Club, and ELPC

Jul. 20,
2015

Hawaiian Electric
Company and NextEra
Application for Change of
Control

Hawai’i PUC Docket
# 2015-0022

Hawai’i Department of
Business, Economic
Development, and Tourism

Sep. 2,
2015

Wisc. PSCo Rate
Application

Wisconsin PSC Case # ELPC
6690-UR-124

Sep. 15,
2015

Dominion Virginia
Electric Power 2013 IRP

VA SCC Case # PUE2015-00035

Environmental Respondents

Sep. 16,
2015

NYSEG & RGE Rate
Cases

New York PSC Cases
15-E-0283, -0285

Pace Energy and Climate
Center

Mar. 20,
2015
May 22,
2015

New York PSC Case # Pace Energy and Climate
Center
14-E-0493
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Executive Summary

S

olar energy is on the rise in the United States.
At the end of the first quarter of 2015, more
than 21,300 megawatts of cumulative solar
electric capacity had been installed around the
country, enough to power more than 4.3 million
homes. The rapid growth of solar energy in the
United States is the result of forward-looking
policies that are helping the nation reduce its
contribution to global warming and expand its use
of local renewable energy sources.
One policy in particular, net energy metering, has
been instrumental in the growth of solar energy,
particularly on homes and businesses. Net energy
metering enables solar panel owners to earn fair
compensation for benefits they provide to other
users of the electricity grid, and makes “going
solar” an affordable option for more people. Net
energy metering works by providing customers a
credit on their electric bill that offsets charges for
energy consumption. As solar energy has taken off
in recent years, however, utilities and other special
interests have increasingly attacked net metering
as an unjustified “subsidy” to solar users.
A review of 11 recent analyses shows that
individuals and businesses that decide to “go
solar” generally deliver greater benefits to the
grid and society than they receive through net
metering.
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Decision-makers should recognize the great
value delivered by distributed solar energy by
preserving and expanding access to net metering
and other programs that ensure fair compensation to Americans who install solar energy.
Net metering is not a new idea. It has been the
policy in some states for more than 30 years.
The concept has been tested in the courts and in
regulatory proceedings in the states and at federal agencies like the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission and the Internal Revenue Service.
Net metering is the law of the land in 44 states
today.
Net metering has been critical to solar energy’s
rapid expansion in the United States.
• Net metering offsets costs for solar panel
owners and credits them for providing excess
power to the grid at a set price (often the
retail electricity rate) – equivalent to allowing
consumers’ meters to “run backwards.”
• Net metering is conceptually simple, easy to
administer, and ensures that customers receive
compensation that tracks with electricity prices
over time.
• Net metering also makes solar energy more
economically attractive for residents and
businesses.

Solar energy creates many benefits for the electricity grid.
• Avoided energy costs: Solar energy systems
produce clean, renewable electricity on-site,
reducing the amount of electricity utilities
must generate or purchase from fossil fuel-fired
power plants. In addition, solar photovoltaic
(PV) systems reduce the amount of energy
lost in generation, long-distance transmission
and distribution. These losses cost the country
millions of dollars every year.
• Avoided capital and capacity investment: By
reducing overall demand for electricity, solar
energy production helps ratepayers and utilities
avoid the cost of investing in new power plants,
transmission lines and other forms of electricity
infrastructure.
• Reduced financial risks and electricity
prices: Because the price of solar energy tends
to be stable over time, while the price of fossil
fuels can fluctuate sharply, integrating more
solar energy into the grid reduces consumers’
exposure to volatile fossil fuel prices. Also, by
reducing demand for energy from the grid, solar
PV systems reduce its price, saving money for all
ratepayers.
• Increased grid resiliency: Increasing distributed solar PV decentralizes the grid, potentially
safeguarding people in one region from other
areas that are experiencing problems.
• Avoided environmental compliance costs:
Increasing solar energy capacity helps utilities
avoid the costs of installing new technologies
to clean up fossil fuel-fired power plants or
meeting renewable energy requirements.
Solar energy also creates valuable benefits for
the environment and society at large.

• Avoided greenhouse gas emissions: In 2013,
the electricity sector was the largest source
of global warming emissions—responsible
for 31 percent of all total U.S. greenhouse gas
pollution. Generating energy from the sun
provides a renewable source of energy that
produces no greenhouse gas emissions. Since
2007, solar energy has averted approximately
71 million metric tons of carbon dioxide
emissions.
• Reduces air pollution that harms public
health: According to the American Lung
Association, 44 percent of Americans live in a
place where pollution often reaches dangerous levels. Expanding the nation’s ability to
obtain clean electricity from the sun reduces
our dependence on fossil fuels, and lessens
the amount of harmful emissions that flow
into the air we breathe.
• Creates jobs and spurs local economies:
The solar energy industry is growing rapidly,
creating new jobs and businesses across
the nation. In 2014, the solar energy industry added jobs at a rate 20 times that of the
overall economy, and economists predict that
it will grow at a rate of 20.9 percent in 2015.
The benefits solar homeowners provide to
the grid, and to society generally, are often
worth more than the benefits they receive
through net metering.
• All 11 analyses reviewed here found that solar
energy brought net benefits to the grid.
• Eight analyses out of 11 found that the value of
solar energy was worth more than the average
residential retail electricity rate in the area at
the time the analysis was conducted. The three
analyses that found different results were all
commissioned by utilities. (See Figure ES-1.)
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Figure ES-1: Retail Electricity Rates and the Values of Solar Energy in 11 Cost-Benefit Analyses.
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(U)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, utilities
(PUC)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, public utilities commissions
(O)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, non-utility organizations

• Of these 11 analyses, the median value of
rooftop solar energy was 16.90 cents per kWh,
compared with an average U.S. residential retail
electricity rate of 11.88 cents per kWh in 2012.
• The studies that estimated lower values for solar
energy consistently undervalued, or did not
include, important environmental and societal
benefits that come from generating electricity
from the sun.
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Net metering policies have been critical to the
growth of solar energy in the United States.
To continue America’s momentum toward
a clean energy future, policymakers should
continue and expand net metering policies.
Specifically:
• States should lift arbitrary caps that limit availability of net metering in fast-growing solar
markets.

• State or local governments that evaluate the
benefits and costs of net metering should
ensure that a full range of benefits is considered by using a methodology that includes
environmental and societal benefits.

• State and local governments should reject
alternatives to net metering that do not provide
residential and business customers full and fair
compensation for the value they provide to the
grid and society.

• State and local governments should
consider the simplicity of net metering
when evaluating programs that compensate customers for the solar electricity they
provide to the grid.

• State and local governments should ensure that
all people can take advantage of net metering
policies, including multifamily homes or homes
without out sunny roofs, by implementing
virtual net metering programs.

Figure ES-2: A Comparison of Cost-Benefit Analyses of Solar Energy by Study and Category.
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*Lines indicate the value of solar energy as calculated in the analysis
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Introduction

M

assachusetts is not known for its abundant sunshine. But, as of May 2015, the
Bay State had 841 MW of solar capacity
installed, enough to power over 131,000 homes.1

The benefits of solar energy to Massachusetts have
been great. More than 377 companies currently operate in the solar industry in Massachusetts, employing
9,400 people.2 Expanded solar energy capacity has
helped the state to clear the air and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, playing a supporting role in the
40 percent cut in power plant carbon dioxide emissions the state has achieved since 1990.3
Massachusetts’ success in “going solar” has been, in
large part, due to its forward-thinking policies. Residents and businesses can take advantage of rebates,
tax credits, loan programs and bulk purchasing programs. But one of the most important steps the state
took to fuel its solar revolution isn’t new. In fact, it is
more than three decades old.
Back in 1982, Massachusetts adopted net energy metering, allowing owners of small, distributed solar energy systems to be compensated for the extra power
they supply to the grid at retail electricity rates. With
the price of solar energy systems plummeting, and
with additional public policies fostering widespread
adoption of solar energy, state legislators have voted
regularly in recent years to raise the arbitrary cap
that limits participation in net metering – helping to
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sustain and fuel the rapid growth of solar energy in
the state.
Now, however, with consumers increasingly generating their own electricity, utilities are pushing to
eliminate access to net metering for new customers
once the current cap is reached.4
Massachusetts is not the only state experiencing
growing public enthusiasm for solar power – and
growing utility resistance. In state after state, the
rapid growth of solar energy has led to attacks by
utilities on the cornerstone solar policy of net metering. Utilities and fossil fuel interests have argued that
net metering represents a subsidy to solar homeowners – one that comes out of the pockets of other
ratepayers.
Study after study, however, shows that the reverse is
true: homeowners and businesses that invest in solar
energy deliver benefits to the grid, to other ratepayers, and to society at large that often well exceed the
benefits they receive through net metering.
Thanks to the steady growth of solar energy, states
like Massachusetts find themselves on the cusp of a
clean energy future – one with great benefits for the
environment and our communities. By realizing the
full benefits of solar energy, and retaining key policies
like net metering, those states can continue to fuel
the growth of clean solar energy for years to come.

Pro-Solar Policies are Fueling a
Solar Revolution in America

T

he United States has witnessed a decade of
impressive growth in solar energy. By the end
of the first quarter of 2015, the United States
had 21,300 megawatts (MW) of cumulative solar
electric capacity, enough to power 4.3 million average U.S. homes.5
Solar power is growing exceptionally fast, but the
United States is nowhere near the limit of the solar
capacity it can support. The United States has the
technical potential to install enough solar electricity capacity to meet the nation’s electricity needs
more than 100 times over.6 If every state captured 0.1
percent of its technical potential for solar power, the
United States would be generating 10 percent of its
electricity from the sun by 2030.7
America’s ability to tap that potential grows with
every reduction in solar energy prices. The price of
a typical solar PV system has declined an average of
6 to 8 percent annually since 1998, providing more
Americans with the opportunity to generate their
own electricity at home or at their business.8
Continued declines in the price of solar energy,
coupled with Americans’ increasing familiarity with
this clean energy source, could lead to a continued boom in solar power. But that is only likely
to happen if the United States retains the public
policies that have provided a solid foundation for
solar energy in many states, including net energy
metering.

Net Metering Has Been Critical to
the Expansion of Solar Energy
Net metering has proven to be a key public policy
supporting the growth of solar energy. Net metering is not a new idea. It has been the policy in some
states for more than 30 years, and is currently offered
in 44 states and Washington, D.C. Of the top 10 states
with the most solar energy capacity per capita in
2013, all but one had a strong net metering policy in
place.9
Historically, the relationship between power generators and consumers had been a one-way street. Utilities generated the power and customers bought
it. Utilities simply sent customers a monthly bill for
the amount of power they consumed. Utilities were
granted a franchise and exclusive monopoly to
serve an area in return for a reasonable opportunity
to make a profit. The price of power was set at a
level designed to recover the utility’s cost of building and operating the power plants, power lines and
distribution systems needed to supply electricity to
consumers.
Technologies like solar panels, however, enable
electricity consumers to also be electricity producers. Because solar panels generate more electricity
than needed at certain times of day and less than is
needed at others, most solar homeowners are both
producers and consumers of electricity from the grid,
depending on the time of day and season of the year.

Pro-Solar Policies are Fueling a Solar Revolution in America
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Net energy metering is a simple, easily understood, easy-to-administer system designed to
ensure that solar panel owners are fairly compensated for the benefits they provide to the grid.
Under net energy metering, solar panel owners
are compensated for the extra power they supply to the grid at a fixed rate, often the retail
cost of electricity – the amount that a residential
customer would pay to draw a unit of electricity
from the grid. Stated simply, net energy means
that the customer meter spins forward for every
bit of electricity the customer uses, but it also allows the customer’s power meter to “spin backwards” at times when solar power production
exceeds on-site needs. The balance, or the “net,”
is what the customer is charged or credited for at
the end of the month. As a result, over the course
of a year, a customer with a solar photovoltaic
system pays for only the net amount of electricity
used over a 12-month period (electricity consumed minus electricity produced), plus utility
service charges.
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Charging solar panel owners based on their net
consumption of electricity is not the only possible option for compensating them for the power
they supply to the grid. Even in the absence of net
metering, federal law requires utilities to purchase
any excess power from customer-owned solar
photovoltaic systems at a state-regulated rate
based on the “avoided cost” of the electricity the
utility would have otherwise had to generate or
purchase – a figure usually far lower than the retail
rate.10 Some states and localities have adopted
other methods for calculating compensation, such
as “value of solar” rates that attempt to pay solar
panel owners based on the estimated value of the
benefits they supply to the grid.
Unfortunately, net metering is often misunderstood
as a “subsidy” to solar homeowners, rather than as a
system for compensating them for the benefits they
provide to the grid and to society. A series of studies in recent years has shown that those benefits are
significant.

Solar Energy Provides
Clear Benefits to Electricity
Consumers and to Society

S

olar energy provides a wide variety of benefits for the grid and for society in general.
These benefits can be divided into two categories: benefits to the grid (and, by extension, all
electricity consumers) and benefits to the environment and society.

Grid Benefits
Avoided Energy Costs
Of all the benefits that solar energy creates for the
grid, reduced expenditure for power generation is
perhaps the most obvious. Solar energy systems
produce clean, renewable electricity on-site, reducing the amount of electricity utilities must generate
or purchase from fossil fuel-fired power plants.
The value of this avoided electricity consumption is generally greatest in the summer
months, when demand for electricity rises due
to increased air conditioning demand and solar
energy production is near its peak. Adding solar
energy to the system reduces the need to power
up expensive, often inefficient generators that
run only a few times a year, or to purchase expensive peak power on wholesale markets, reducing
the cost of electricity for all ratepayers.

Reduced Line Losses
Our nation’s electricity grid was built around large,
centralized power plants, with power transmitted
over long distances to our homes and businesses.
As it travels from the power plant to our sockets, a
portion of the electricity is “lost” as heat and never
arrives at its destination.
The Energy Information Administration estimated that
the United States lost about 203 million megawatt
hours of electricity in 2012, or 5 percent of the total
amount of electricity generated that year. These losses
cost the country millions of dollars, and cause us to generate more electricity than we need, increasing costs
for ratepayers.11 Solar PV systems drastically reduce the
amount of system losses by producing electricity onsite, thereby reducing the amount of electricity transmitted and distributed through the grid.

Avoided Capacity Investment
Expanding the amount of electricity we generate
from the sun can defer, or eliminate, the need for
new grid capacity investments. By reducing overall
demand, expanding solar energy production helps
ratepayers and utilities avoid the cost of investing in
new power plants, transmission lines, reserve capacity and other forms of electricity infrastructure.

Solar Energy Provides Clear Benefits to Electricity Consumers and to Society
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Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices

Avoided Environmental Compliance
Costs

Price volatility in the fossil fuel market has long been
a concern for utilities and ratepayers alike, but the
risk has become greater as power companies have
shifted from coal to natural gas—a fuel with a history
of price volatility.12 Because solar panels, once installed, do not incur fuel costs, integrating more solar
energy capacity onto the electric grid can reduce
exposure to sudden swings in the price of fossil fuels
or wholesale electricity. Utilities commonly engage in
strategies to hedge against fossil fuel price volatility –
such as by securing long-term contracts, where possible, for fossil fuels or electricity – for which utilities
are often willing to pay a premium. Solar energy can
help meet these same needs to increase price stability, a contribution with financial value for utilities and
grid users.13

Adding solar energy to the grid allows local utilities
and municipalities to avoid some of the growing
costs of compliance with environmental regulations. Many states have air quality and water quality
regulations and 29 states and Washington, D.C., have
Renewable Electricity Standards that require states to
source a certain percentage of their energy demand
from renewable resources, including from the sun.17
Increasing solar energy capacity helps utilities avoid
or reduce the costs of installing new technologies to
curb air and water pollution or installing renewable
energy.

In competitive energy markets, distributed solar energy also reduces the price of electricity by reducing
overall demand on the grid. In these areas, ratepayers not only benefit when utilities must purchase
less electricity to satisfy demand, but they also gain
because each unit of electricity purchased becomes
cheaper.14 These demand reduction-induced price effects can represent an important value to ratepayers.

Grid Resiliency
The centralized nature of our power grid leaves it
vulnerable to frequent and prolonged outages. In
2003, four downed power lines in Ohio left more than
50 million people in eight states and Canada without
power and cost an estimated $6 billion.15 Increasing distributed solar PV capacity and energy storage
options not only reduces the demand that combines
to overload the system, but it also decentralizes our
grid, potentially safeguarding people in one part of
the country from other areas that are experiencing
problems. Additionally, advances in smart inverter
technology allow higher percentages of solar energy
to be safely integrated into the grid, increasing grid
resiliency and reliability.16
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Environmental and Societal
Benefits
Avoided Greenhouse Gas Emissions
In 2013, the electricity sector was the nation’s largest
source of global warming emissions—responsible for
31 percent of all total U.S. greenhouse gas pollution.18
Coal is the most carbon intensive of the fossil fuels
we burn for electricity, accounting for 77 percent of
carbon dioxide emissions from the electricity sector.
The combustion of natural gas, while emitting less
carbon dioxide than coal, has now been shown to
emit large amounts of methane—a far more potent
greenhouse gas.19
Conservative studies suggest that every ton of carbon dioxide released into the air causes $37 of economic and social damage.20 In 2013, the United States
emitted nearly 5.4 billion metric tons of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions, equivalent to nearly
$200 billion in economic and social damages.21 Solar
energy, however, is a renewable source of energy that
produces no greenhouse gas emissions.

Reduced Public Health Threats
Solar energy will not only reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and help to mitigate the worst impacts of
climate change, but it will also reduce emissions of

dangerous air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, mercury and particulate matter that harm public health.22

Job Creation and Economic
Development

According to a new report by the American Lung
Association, 44 percent of Americans live in a place
where air pollution often reaches dangerous levels.23
Air pollution is linked to increased incidence of asthma and chronic bronchitis, and has also been shown
to cause hundreds of thousands of premature deaths
per year.24 A typical coal-fired power plant, without
technology to limit emissions, sends 170 pounds of
mercury —an extremely harmful neurological toxin –
into the air each year.25

The solar energy industry is rapidly growing, creating new jobs and businesses across the nation.
In 2014, the solar energy industry added jobs at
a rate 20 times that of the overall economy, and
economists predict that it will grow at a rate of
20.9 percent in 2015.26 Many of these jobs are in
installation and maintenance, jobs that cannot
be sent overseas. In addition, studies show that
these jobs are well-paid, with average wages in
installation and assembly ranging from $18-24
per hour.27 In Colorado, for example, the solar
energy industry has added $1.42 billion to the
state economy since 2007, while creating 10,700
full-time jobs.28

Expanding the nation’s ability to source clean electricity from the sun reduces our dependence on fossil
fuels, and lessens the amount of harmful emissions
that flow into the air we breathe.

Solar Energy Provides Clear Benefits to Electricity Consumers and to Society
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Solar Energy is Worth More Than
the Benefits from Net Metering

N

et metering is intended to compensate the
owners of solar energy systems for the value
they provide to the grid. In recent years,
however, as solar energy has spread across the United
States, utilities and fossil fuel interests have begun to

argue that net metering represents an unfair subsidy
that shifts costs onto other electricity ratepayers.
This report reviews 11 of those analyses, and seeks to
compare the studies by author, categories valued and

Table 1: A List of Studies Reviewed in this Report
Author

Abbreviation
Used in Graphs

Organization that
Commissioned the Report

Geographic Area Covered

Date

SAIC Energy,
Environment and
Infrastructure, LLC

SAIC

Arizona Public Service Company, an
investor-owned utility

Arizona Public Service
territory

May 2013

Xcel Energy, Inc.

Xcel

Written by Xcel Energy, a local utility

Xcel Energy service territory
in Colorado

May 2013

Clean Power Research

CPR (Austin)

Commissioned by Austin Energy, the Austin Energy service
incumbent investor-owned utility.
territory (Texas)

December
2013

Clean Power Research

CPR (Utah)

Utah Clean Energy, a non-profit
group.

Rocky Mountain Power
service territory

Janurary
2014

Clean Power Research CPR (San
and Solar San Antonio Antonio)

Written by Clean Power Research, a
consulting and research group, and
Solar San Antonio, a non-profit

CPS Energy service territory

March
2013

Synapse Energy
Economics, Inc.

Synapse

Prepared for the Public Service
Commission of Mississippi

State of Mississippi

September
2014

Maine Public Utilities
Commission and
Clean Power Research

Maine PUC

Prepared for the Maine Public
Utilities Commission

State of Maine

March
2015

Crossborder Energy

Crossborder
Energy (AZ)

Written by Crossborder Energy, a
consulting group.

Arizona Public Service
territory

May 2013

Clean Power Research

CPR (NJ, PA)

Prepared for the Mid-Atlantic Solar
Energy Industries Association and
the Pennsylvania Solar Energy
Industries Association

Examined four different fleet November
locations and seven different 2012
locations in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania

Acadia Center

Acadia

Written by Acadia Center, a nonprofit research and advocacy group

State of Massachusetts
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April 2015

perspective. It shows that all of the studies find that
solar energy brings net benefits to the grid and to
society. It also finds that non-utility analysts generally value solar energy at higher rates than utilities
and public utilities commissions, that the majority
of analyses find solar energy to be worth more than
the credits offered to solar energy system owners
through net metering, and that studies that find
lower values for solar energy often exclude consideration of key benefits that solar panel owners provide
to the grid and society.

The Value of Solar Power is More
than Just Avoided Costs
A key difference between reports that valued solar
energy at lower levels and those that valued it at
higher rates concerned the types of benefits considered in the analysis: did the report consider the ways
that solar created benefits that accrue to all of society, or did it only consider a limited number of direct
benefits to the grid and the utility?
The most basic way to value solar, and the most
common, is to calculate the avoided costs that result
from its expansion.29 In other words, what costs do

ratepayers and the utility avoid or defer as more solar
energy is integrated into the grid? The avoided costs
most commonly used in a solar cost-benefit analysis are: avoided energy costs, avoided capacity and
capital investment, costs of market price fluctuation
and avoided environmental compliance costs. The
majority of the studies reviewed in this report included all or most of these avoided costs. (See Table 2
and Figure 1.)
Equating avoided costs with the value of solar, however, does not capture all of the benefits that solar
energy creates, such as reduced greenhouse gas emissions, improved public health, increased job creation
and economic development, and the potential for
increased resiliency of local electric grids with greater
levels of distributed generation. Analyses that considered these additional benefits consistently calculated
higher values of solar energy than reports that did not.

Value Provided by Solar Energy
Usually Exceeds Benefits from Net
Metering
Nearly all analyses that consider a full range of solar
energy benefits find that the value provided by

Table 2: Categories of Benefits and Costs Included in Each Solar Energy Cost-Benefit Analysis.*

Costs of

Solar
Author
SAIC
Xcel
CPR (Austin)
CPR (Utah)
CPR (San
Antonio)
Synapse
Crossborder
Energy (AZ)
CPR (NJ)
Acadia
CPR (PA)
Maine PUC

Integration

Not
Speciﬁed

Avoided
Energy
Costs

Avoided
Capital and
Capacity
Investment

Reduced
Financial
Risks

Grid
Resiliency

Cost of
EnvironAvoided
mental
Greenhouse
Economic
Compliance Gas Emissions Development

Total (cents
per kWh)

3.56
8.04
10.70
11.60
15.80
16.90
23.50
28.10
29.06
31.90
33.60
*Colored cells represent categories that were included in the solar energy cost-benefit calculation
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Value of Solar (cents per kWh)

27

22

Figure 1: A Comparison of Solar Energy Cost-Benefit Analyses by Report and Category.
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12

Grid Resiliency
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(U)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, utilities
(PUC)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, public utilities commissions
(O)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, non-utility organizations
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*Lines indicate the value of solar energy as calculated in the analysis

(U)—Studies
writtenRisks
by, orand
commissioned
Reduced Financial
Electricity Prices
by, utilities
Avoided Capital and Capacity Investment
(PUC)—Studies written by, or commissioned
Avoided
by,
public Energy
utilitiesCosts
commissions
(O)—Studies
written by, or commissioned
Not Specified
by, non-utility organizations
Costs of Solar Integration
*Lines indicate the value of solar energy as
calculated in the analysis

(U)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, utilities
(PUC)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, public utilities commissions
(O)—Studies written by, or commissioned by, non-utility organizations

other organizations. One reason for this is
installing solar energy*Lines
exceeds
retail
electricity
indicatelocal
the value
of solar
energy as calculated inand
the analysis
the
tendency
of utility-produced studies to exrates. In other words, far from being an overly generclude benefits of solar energy accruing to the enous subsidy, net metering often under-compensates
vironment and society by focusing only on costs
solar energy system owners for the benefits they
and savings that affect the direct costs of operatprovide to all customers and to society. Of these 11
ing the grid. Out of the 11 analyses reviewed in
analyses, the median value of rooftop solar energy
this report, those authored by non-utility groups
was 16.90 cents per kWh, while the average residenconsistently included valued environmental
tial retail electricity rate in the United States was 11.88
30
categories at a higher rate than utilities, while
cents per kWh.
analyses conducted by public utilities commissions were a mixed bag. In fact, all eight of
Non-Utility Analysts Value Solar
the non-utility and public utilities commission
Power at Higher Rates than Utilities
value-of-solar studies evaluated here found that
Studies of the value of solar conducted by utilities
solar energy delivered greater value than retail
routinely arrive at estimates lower than those of
electricity rates, while none of the three utilitystudies conducted by public utilities commissions
commissioned studies came to that conclusion.
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Figure 2: Average Retail Residential Electricity Rates Compared to the Values of Solar in 11 Cost-Benefit Analyses.31
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The Battle over the Value of Solar in Minnesota

I

n 2013, Minnesota became the first state to pass legislation establishing a new reimbursement option for solar
energy generators: a “value of solar tariff.” In contrast to net metering, in which utilities compensate solar energy customers at the retail electricity rate for the excess electricity they feed into the grid, a value-of-solar tariff
sets a long-term fixed price for solar energy that attempts to account for all the benefits solar customers provide
to the environment and the grid.

The legislation required the Minnesota Department of Commerce and the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission
to adopt a statewide methodology that would be used by any utility that chose to offer the value-of-solar rate to
its customers (utilities retained the option to offer net metering as they had in the past).32 Clean Power Research,
the organization that designed the value-of-solar methodology used for a similar tariff in Austin, Texas (reviewed
in this report), prepared the methodology that was eventually approved in Minnesota as well. The methodology
accounted for the benefits solar energy created for the grid as well as benefits to the environment.33
By including the full benefits of solar energy, utilities applying the methodology found that the result would
have been a rate that was more generous than net metering, with Xcel Energy submitting a sample value-ofsolar tariff rate at just under 12.5 cents per kWh while the retail electricity rate in 2012 was 11.35 cents per kWh.34
Faced with the prospect of providing credit for solar at its full value, higher than at the retail rate representing
the value of generic utility energy, not a single Minnesota utility opted into the value-of-solar program.
The Minnesota example shows that a full and fair evaluation of solar benefits is likely to yield a value greater than
that provided through net metering.
Solar Energy is Worth More Than the Benefits from Net Metering
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Conclusion: A Clean Energy
Future Depends on Full and Fair
Compensation for Homes and
Businesses that “Go Solar”

T

he benefits of increased solar energy capacity
are clear: reduced greenhouse gas emissions,
lower monthly electricity bills, and cleaner air,
to name just a few. It is also clear that pro-solar policies, such as net metering, are critical to the success
of solar energy.
Recently, however, net metering has come under
attack. Utilities and fossil fuel interests have sought
to portray the program as an unfair subsidy to solar
energy system owners.
Most analyses – especially those that consider the
full range of benefits that solar energy delivers to the
grid and to society – find that the value to all customers created by installing solar panels on a home
or business generally exceeds the private benefits
received through net metering by customers who
invest in solar.
Eliminating or constraining programs that compensate solar homeowners, therefore, would do more
than discourage the spread of a key clean energy
technology. It would also reduce fairness by failing to
compensate Americans who “go solar” for the ample
benefits they provide for the rest of society.
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Net metering is a critical tool to ensure fair
compensation for owners of solar energy
systems and to continue to fuel the growth of
solar energy. Public officials should support
and strengthen net metering as sound public
policy to stimulate private investment and job
growth, and to encourage utilities to diversify
and strengthen the grid. Specifically:
• States should lift arbitrary caps that limit availability of net metering in fast-growing solar
markets.
• State or local governments that evaluate the
benefits and costs of net metering should
ensure that a full range of benefits is considered,
including environmental and societal benefits.
This isn’t just good policy for solar energy—utility decision-making should fully account for the
costs and benefits of all resource options.
• State and local governments should consider
the simplicity of net metering when evaluating
programs that compensate customers for the
solar they provide to the grid.

• State and local governments should reject alternatives to net metering that do not provide residential and business customers full and fair compensation for the value they provide to the grid and
society.
• State and local governments should ensure that
all people can take advantage of net metering
policies, even those who do not live in single
family homes, by implementing virtual net metering programs.
Local, state and federal governments should
adopt other policies to encourage the growth of
solar energy.
• States should set aggressive goals for solar
energy adoption, and implement policies that will
encourage homeowners and businesses to meet
them.
• The federal government should retain the 30
percent Investment Tax Credit for renewable
energy currently set to expire on December 31,
2016, and make it refundable so that it can incentivize solar being installed by non-profits.
• States should remove other financial and regulatory hurdles to solar energy that slow down installation and discourage homes and businesses from
investing in solar energy systems.

Conclusion: A Clean Energy Future Depends on Full and Fair Compensation for Homes and Businesses that “Go Solar
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Methodology

T

his report reviewed 11 analyses of the value of
solar energy in states across the country. Each
analysis is unique, using its own methodology
and setting its own parameters. As such, in order to
enable a fair comparison of the studies, we created a
standard set of categories for the various benefits and
costs of solar power addressed in the studies. A few
analyses used categories that were not translatable
into our categories. In those cases, we created a “Not
Specified” category, and the details of that can be
found in the methodology of those analyses.
Details of how the benefits and costs of solar energy
in each report were allocated are described below.

Acadia Center
Report Citation: Acadia Center, Value of Distributed
Generation: Solar PV in Massachusetts, April 2015.
This study assessed the grid and societal value of six
solar PV systems to better understand the overall
value that solar PV provides to the grid. We used the
25-year levelized value of the system labelled “South
Facing—Fixed, 35 Degrees.” Other orientations of
solar panels produce different estimates of value,
ranging from 29.28 cents per kWh to 34.26 cents per
kWh. The total value of solar found for this system is
29.06 cents per kWh.

(4.41 cents per kWh), the category “Avoided
Transmission Costs” (2.43 cents per kWh) and the
category “Avoided Distribution Costs” (1.81 cents
per kWh). The total value for this category is 8.65
cents per kWh.
C. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity Prices:
calculated by adding the category “Demand
Reduction Induced Price Effects-Energy” (3.66
cents per kWh) and the category “Demand
Reduction Induced Price Effects-Capacity” (1.55
cents per kWh.) The total value for this category
is 5.21 cents per kWh.
D. Avoided Environmental Compliance Costs:
calculated by adding the category “Avoided CO2
Compliance Costs” (2.04 cents per kWh) and
the category “Avoided NOx Compliance Costs”
(0.0006 cents per kWh). The total value for this
category is 2.0406 cents per kWh.
E. Avoided Emissions Costs: calculated by adding
the category “Net Social Cost of CO2” (3.11 cents
per kWh), the category “Net Social Cost of SO2”
(2.86 cents per kWh) and the category “Net
Social Cost of NOx” (0.71 cents per kWh). The
total value for this category is 6.68 cents per
kWh.

A. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category
“Avoided Energy Costs” (7.07 cents per kWh).

CPR (Austin)

B. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated
by adding the category “Avoided Capacity Costs”

Report Citation: Thomas E. Hoff and Ben Norris, Clean
Power Research, 2014 Value of Solar Executive Summary, 12 December 2013.
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This report is part of an annual update conducted
by Austin Energy and Clean Power Research that
calculates the value of solar in Austin Energy’s
territory and is used as input in decisions over
the following year’s Value of Solar tariff. We used
the Distributed PV Value for each category, which
equals the “Economic Value (levelized $/kWh) times
Load Match (%) (for capacity related components)
times 1 plus Loss Savings (%).” As in the report, we
then added each category together to arrive at a
total value of solar of 10.7 cents per kWh.
A. Not Specified: consists of the category “Guaranteed Fuel Value” (5.5 cents per kWh). We put
this into the “not specified” category because it
accounts for both current and future avoided
energy costs (which, in other cases, we put into
the “Reduced Financial Risk and Electricity Prices”
category).
B. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated by adding the category “Plant O&M Value”
(0.5 cents per kWh), the category “Generation
Capacity Value” (1.7 cents per kWh), the category
“Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost” (1.0 cents
per kWh), and the category “Avoided Distribution Capacity Cost” (0.0 cents per kWh). The total
value for this category is 3.2 cents per kWh.
C. Avoided Environmental Compliance Cost:
consists of the category “Avoided Environmental
Compliance Costs” (2.0 cents per kWh).

CPR (NJ and PA)
Report Citation: Richard Perez, Benjamin L. Norris and Thomas E. Hoff, Clean Power Research, The
Value of Distributed Solar Electric Generation to New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, November 2012.
This report analyzed the value of solar at seven
different locations across New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The analyses represent the levelized value of
PV for a “fleet” of PV systems. Four different fleet

configurations were evaluated at each of the
seven locations. We used the highest values from
each state – Newark, New Jersey, and Scranton,
Pennsylvania. Other orientations of solar panels
produce different estimates of value, ranging from
25.6 cents per kWh to 31.5 cents per kWh.

Scranton, Pennsylvania:
A. Cost of Solar Integration: consists of the
category “Solar Penetration Cost” (-2.3 cents per
kWh).
B. Not Specified: consists of the category “Long
Term Societal Value” (2.9 cents per kWh), which
the report defines as “potential value (defined
by all other components) if the life of PV is 40
years instead of the assumed 30 years.”
C. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category
“Fuel Cost Savings” (4.1 cents per kWh).
D. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated by adding the category “O&M Cost Savings”
(2.0 cents per kWh), the category “Generation
Capacity Value” (1.7 cents per kWh), and the
category “T&D Capacity Value” (0.1 cents per
kWh). The total value for this category is 3.8
cents per kWh.
E. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices: calculated by adding the category “Fuel
Price Hedge Value” (4.2 cents per kWh) and the
category “Market Price Reduction Value” (6.9
cents per kWh). The total value for this category
is 11.1 cents per kWh.
F. Grid Resiliency: consists of the category
“Security Enhancement Value” (2.3 cents per
kWh).
G. Avoided Emissions Costs: consists of the
category “Environmental Value” (5.5 cents per
kWh).
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H. Economic Development Value: consists of
the category “Economic Development Value”
(4.5 cents per kWh).

CPR (San Antonio)

Newark, New Jersey

This report conducted analyses on four different solar
PV systems, each facing a different direction and
placed at different angles. We used the value from
the analysis conducted on the system labelled “West15.”

A. Cost of Solar Integration: consists of the
category “Solar Penetration Cost” (-2.2 cents
per kWh).
B. Not Specified: consists of the category “Long
Term Societal Value” (2.8 cents per kWh), which
the report defines as “Potential value (defined
by all other components) if the life of PV is 40
years instead of the assumed 30 years.”
C. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category “Fuel Cost Savings” (3.9 cents per kWh).
D. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated by adding the category “O&M Cost
Savings” (1.9 cents per kWh), the category
“Generation Capacity Value” (2.6 cents per
kWh), and the category “T&D Capacity Value”
(0.8 cents per kWh). The total value for this
category is 5.3 cents per kWh.
E. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices: calculated by adding the category
“Fuel Price Hedge Value” (4.4 cents per kWh)
and the category “Market Price Reduction
Value” (5.1 cents per kWh). The total value for
this category is 9.5 cents per kWh.
F. Grid Resiliency: consists of the category
“Security Enhancement Value” (2.2 cents per
kWh).
G. Avoided Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
consists of the category “Environmental Value”
(2.2 cents per kWh).
H. Economic Development Value: consists of
the category “Economic Development Value”
(4.4 cents per kWh).
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Report Citation: Ben Norris, Clean Power Research,
Nic Jones, Solar San Antonio, The Value of Distributed
Solar Electric Generation to San Antonio, March 2013.

A. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category
“Fuel Cost Savings” (7.9 cents per kWh).
B. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated
by adding the category “O&M Cost Savings (2.7
cents per kWh), the category “Generation Capacity” (1.9 cents per kWh), the category “Transmission
and Distribution Capacity” (0.4 cents per kWh),
and the category “Reserve Capacity” (0.3 cents per
kWh). The total value for this category is 5.3 cents
per kWh.
C. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity Prices:
consists of the category “Fuel Price Hedge” (2.6
cents per kWh).

CPR (Utah)
Report Citation: Clean Power Research, Value of Solar
in Utah, 7 January 2014.
We used the Distributed PV Value for each category
from this report, which, according to the report, is
the economic value modified using “Load Match”
factors “to reflect the match between PV production
profiles and utility loads.” To arrive at the distributed
PV value, the study then applied a “Loss Savings” factor “to reflect the distributed nature of the resource.”
The final value is 11.6 cents per kWh. This value is a
levelized value representing all avoided costs over a
25-year assumed PV life.
A. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category
“Fuel Value” (4.3 cents per kWh).

B. Avoided Capacity and Capital Investment:
calculated by adding the category “Plant O&M
Value” (1.3 cents per kWh), the category “Generation Capacity Value” (1.4 cents per kWh), and
the category “Avoided T&D Capacity Cost” (1.1
cents per kWh). The total value for this category
is 3.8 cents per kWh.
C. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices: consists of category “Fuel Price Guarantee” (2.6 cents per kWh).The total value for this
category is 2.6 cents per kWh.
D. Avoided Environmental Compliance Costs:
consists of category “Avoided Environmental
Cost” (0.9 cents per kWh). The total value for this
category is 0.9 cents per kWh.

Crossborder Energy (AZ)
Report Citation: R. Thomas Beach and Patrick G.
McGuire, Crossborder Energy, The Benefits and Costs
of Solar Distributed Generation for Arizona Public
Service, 8 May 2013.
The scope of this report is limited to assessing
how demand-side solar will impact Arizona Public
Service’s ratepayers. The total value of solar found
in this report is 23.5 cents per kWh.
A. Costs of Solar Integration: consists of the
category “Integration Costs” (-0.2 cents per
kWh).
B. Not Specified: Consists of the category “Ancillary Services and Capacity Reserves” (1.5 cents
per kWh).
C. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category
“Energy” (7.5 cents per kWh).
D. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated by adding the category “Generation Capacity” (7.6 cents per kWh), the category “Transmission” (2.3 cents per kWh) and the category
“Distribution” (0.2 cents per kWh). The total
value for this category is 10.1 cents per kWh.

E. Avoided Environmental Compliance Costs:
consists of the category “Avoided Renewables”
(4.5 cents per kWh).
F. Avoided Emissions Costs: consists of the
category “Environmental” (0.1 cents per kWh).

Maine PUC
Report Citation: Benjamin L. Norris, et al., Maine
Distributed Solar Valuation Study, 1 March 2015.
This report calculated a 25-year Levelized Distributed PV Value for the Central Maine Power service
territory. The total value of solar found in this
report is 33.7 cents per kWh.
A. Costs of Solar Integration: consists of the
category “Solar Integration Costs” (-0.5 cents
per kWh).
B. Avoided Energy Costs: consists of the category “Avoided Energy Cost” (8.1 cents per kWh).
C. Avoided Capital and Capacity Costs: calculated by adding the category “Avoided Generation Capacity Costs” (4.0 cents per kWh), the
category “Avoided Reserve Capacity Costs” (0.5
cents per kWh), and the category “Avoided
Transmission Capacity Costs” (1.6 cents per
kWh). The total value for this category is 6.1
cents per kWh.
D. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices: calculated by adding the category
“Market Price Response” (6.6 cents per kWh)
and the category “Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty” (3.7 cents per kWh). The total value for
this category is 10.3 cents per kWh.
E. Avoided Emissions Costs: calculated by
adding the category “Net Social Cost of
Carbon” (2.1 cents per kWh), the category “Net
Social Cost of SO2” (6.2 cents per kWh) and the
category “Net Social Cost of NOx” (1.3 cents per
kWh). The total value for this category is 9.6
cents per kWh.
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SAIC
Report Citation: SAIC Energy, Environment and Infrastructure, LLC, 2013 Updated Solar PV Value Report, 10
May 2013.
We used the “present value” from this analysis. The
present value, as calculated by the report, “is the
2025 nominal value using the APS discount rate of
7.21 percent.” This report calculated the overall value
using different categories than many other reports
did, and aggregated many values that are separate
in other reports. As a result, the review of this report
has a category called “Not Specified” that makes up
a large percentage of the overall value and includes
many of the categories that were calculated separately in other reports. The total value of solar found
in this report is 3.56 cents per kWh.
A. Not Specified: calculated by adding category
“Fixed O&M, Gas Transportation” (0.13 cents per
kWh) and category “Fuel, Variable O&M, Emissions,
Purchased Power.” The total value for this category
is 2.7 cents per kWh.
B. Avoided Capital and Capacity Costs: calculated
by adding the category “Generation” (0.72 cents
per kWh), the category “Distribution” (0.0 cents per
kWh) and the category “Transmission” (0.14 cents
per kWh). The total value for this category is 0.86
cents per kWh.

Synapse
Report Citation: Elizabeth A. Stanton, et al., Synapse
Energy Economics, Inc., Net Metering in Mississippi
Costs, Benefits, and Policy Considerations, 19 September
2014.
We used the “Levelized Avoided Cost Value,” which
levelized the value of solar over a 25-year period.
A. Not Specified: consists of the category “Avoided
Risk” (1.5 cents per kWh).
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B. Avoided Energy Costs: calculated by adding
the category “Avoided Energy Costs” and the
category “Avoided System Losses” (0.9 cents per
kWh). The total value of this category is 9.0 cents
per kWh.
C. Avoided Capital and Capacity Costs: calculated
by adding the category “Avoided Capacity Costs”
(1.2 cents per kWh) and the category “Avoided
Transmission and Distribution Costs” (4.0 cents
per kWh). The total value for this category is 5.2
cents per kWh.
D. Environmental compliance Costs: consists of
the category “Avoided Environmental Compliance Costs” (1.2 cents per kWh).

Xcel Energy
Report Citation: Xcel Energy, Inc., Costs and Benefits
of Distributed Solar Generation on the Public Service
Company of Colorado System, 23 May 2013.
This study examined the first 59 MW of distributed
solar generation (“DSG”) installed on the Public Service of Colorado system as of 30 September 2012,
in addition to a projection of an additional 81 MW
of DSG being installed by 31 December 2014, for a
total of 140 MW. We used the levelized net avoided
cost value calculated under the “Base Gas” scenario.
The total value of solar found in this report is 8.04
cents per kWh.
A. Avoided Energy Costs: calculated by adding
the category “Avoided Energy Costs” (5.21 cents
per kWh) and the category “Avoided Line Losses”
(0.62 cents per kWh). The total value for this
category is 5.83 cents per kWh.
B. Avoided Capacity and Capital Costs: calculated
by adding the category “Avoided Capacity & 7FOM
(fixed operation and management) costs” (1.15
cents per kWh), the category “Avoided Distribution
Upgrades” (0.05 cents per kWh), and the category

“Avoided Transmission Upgrades” (0.02 cents
per kWh). The total value for this category is 1.22
cents per kWh.
C. Reduced Financial Risks and Electricity
Prices: consists of the category “Fuel Hedge
Value” (0.66 cents per kWh).
D. Avoided Environmental Compliance Costs:
consists of the category “Avoided Emissions
Cost” (0.51 cents per kWh).
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ABSTRACT
Wind is the world’s fastest growing electric energy source. Because it is intermittent, though, wind is not
used to supply baseload electric power today. Interconnecting wind farms through the transmission grid is
a simple and effective way of reducing deliverable wind power swings caused by wind intermittency. As
more farms are interconnected in an array, wind speed correlation among sites decreases and so does the
probability that all sites experience the same wind regime at the same time. The array consequently behaves
more and more similarly to a single farm with steady wind speed and thus steady deliverable wind power.
In this study, benefits of interconnecting wind farms were evaluated for 19 sites, located in the midwestern
United States, with annual average wind speeds at 80 m above ground, the hub height of modern wind
turbines, greater than 6.9 m s⫺1 (class 3 or greater). It was found that an average of 33% and a maximum
of 47% of yearly averaged wind power from interconnected farms can be used as reliable, baseload electric
power. Equally significant, interconnecting multiple wind farms to a common point and then connecting
that point to a far-away city can allow the long-distance portion of transmission capacity to be reduced, for
example, by 20% with only a 1.6% loss of energy. Although most parameters, such as intermittency,
improved less than linearly as the number of interconnected sites increased, no saturation of the benefits
was found. Thus, the benefits of interconnection continue to increase with more and more interconnected
sites.

1. Introduction
Stabilizing global climate, reducing air pollution, and
addressing energy shortages will require a change in the
current energy infrastructure. One method to address
these problems is to initiate a large-scale wind energy
program. The world’s electric power demand of 1.6–1.8
TW (International Energy Agency 2003; Energy Information Administration 2004) could, for example, theoretically be satisfied with approximately 890 000 currently manufactured 5-MW turbines with 126-m diameter blades placed in yearly averaged wind speeds at
hub height of 8.5 m s⫺1 or faster, assuming a 10% loss
from energy conversions and transmission (derived
from Jacobson and Masters 2001; Masters 2004). This
number is only 7–8 times the total number of much
smaller turbines currently installed worldwide. The off-
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shore average wind speed at 80 m is 8.6 m s⫺1, and
sufficient winds ⬎6.9 m s⫺1 at 80 m may be available
over land and near shores to supply all electric power
needs 35 times over and all energy needs 5 times over
(Archer and Jacobson 2005).
However, a well known barrier to large-scale implementation of wind power is the intermittency of winds.
Over a time frame of a few minutes, it is possible to
experience sudden changes in wind speed, such as gusts
or lulls. The predictability of wind in the short-term is
still low, and, even with elaborate forecasting tools, it is
often difficult to beat persistency (Giebel 2003; Ahlstrom et al. 2005). The intermittency of wind is directly
transmitted into wind power, which dramatically reduces the marketing value of wind (Milligan and Porter
2005). On the other hand, because coal combustion can
be controlled, coal energy is not considered intermittent and is often used as “baseload” energy. Nevertheless, because coal plants were shut down for scheduled
maintenance 6.5% of the year and unscheduled maintenance or forced outage for another 6% of the year on
average in the United States from 2000 to 2004, coal
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energy from a given plant is guaranteed only 87.5% of
the year, with a typical range of 79%–92% (North
American Electric Reliability Council 2005; Giebel
2000).
A solution to improve wind power reliability is interconnected wind power. In other words, by linking multiple wind farms together it is possible to improve substantially the overall performance of the interconnected
system (i.e., array) when compared with that of any
individual wind farm. The idea is that, while wind speed
could be calm at a given location, it will be noncalm
somewhere else in the aggregate array.
This idea is not new. The first complete study about
the effect of geographically dispersed wind power generation was done by Kahn (1979), who analyzed reliability, availability, and effective load carrying capability [ELCC; see Milligan and Porter (2005) for a review
of ELCC] of arrays of different sizes in California, varying from 2 to 13 connected sites. He found that most
parameters (such as correlation and availability at low
wind speeds) improved as the size of the array increased. Archer and Jacobson (2003, 2004) found that
the frequency of zero- and low-wind events over a network of eight sites in the central United States was less
than 2% at 80-m hub height. Simonsen and Stevens
(2004) compared wind power output from individual
wind farms with that from an array of 28 sites in the
central United States and concluded that variability in
energy production was reduced by a factor of 1.75–3.4.
They also found that the combined energy output from
50-m hub height, 660-kW turbines in the 28-site array,
had a smoother diurnal pattern and a relative maximum
in the afternoon, during the peak time of electricity
demand. Czisch and Ernst (2001) showed that a network of wind farms over parts of Europe and Northern
Africa could supply about 70% of the entire European
electricity demand. In Spain, one of the leading countries for wind power production (American Wind Energy Association 2004; Energy Information Administration 2004), the combined output of 81% of the nation’s wind farms is remarkably smooth, and sudden
wind power swings are eliminated (Red Eléctrica de
España real-time data are available online at http://
www.ree.es/apps/i-index_dinamico.asp?menu⫽/ingles/
i-cap07/i-menu_sis.htm&principal⫽/apps_eolica/
curvas2ing.asp).
The benefits of interconnected wind power are
greater for larger catchment areas. Statistical correlation among stations is the key factor in understanding
why. In fact, weather conditions may not vary over
small areas, especially over horizontally uniform terrain. This would be reflected in a high correlation
among nearby farm pairs. However, as distance be-
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tween farms or terrain variability increases, the correlation among farms becomes smaller. Kahn (1979)
found that the average correlation between site pairs
decreased from 0.49 to 0.25 as the number of farms
connected was increased from 2 to 13. However, the
marginal benefits decreased as well. For example, by
doubling the number of sites connected together, the
availability at low wind speeds improved by only
⬃14%. Whether or not a zero correlation can eventually be reached is still an open question. Kahn (1979)
suggested that statistical correlation of wind speed
never disappears entirely. This effect will be hereinafter
referred to as the “saturation” of the benefits, to indicate that, at some point, no incremental benefits are
found in increasing the array size.
Kahn (1979) also analyzed the capacity credit for
such arrays, defined as the “amount of conventional
capacity which can be displaced by wind generation.”
He found that, for a fixed ELCC, the capacity credit of
larger arrays increased less than linearly with the number of sites. This effect can be interpreted as “diminishing returns to implementing state-wide pooling of
the wind resource.” Note that of the 13 sites analyzed,
only 4 were in class 3 or higher at 60 m. As such, it is not
surprising that the addition of “slow” sites to the array
did not improve its overall performance.
The issue of wind integration in the power system has
been receiving more attention recently (Ackermann
2005; DeMeo et al. 2005; Piwko et al. 2005; Zavadil et
al. 2005). Most studies assumed a low (10% or less)
penetration of wind power (expressed as ratio of nameplate wind generation over peak load) and treated the
output of farms as negative load (Piwko et al. 2005;
DeMeo et al. 2005). Only a few countries in Europe
have high (20% or more) wind penetrations (Eriksen et
al. 2005): Denmark (49%), Germany (22%), and Spain
(22%). High penetrations of wind power without reductions in system stability can only be achieved with
turbines equipped with fault ride-through capability
(Eriksen et al. 2005). No study to date has examined the
ability of interconnected wind farms to provide guaranteed (or baseload) power. Only a few studies have
looked at reducing transmission requirements by interconnecting wind farms. Romanowitz (2005) reported
that an additional 100 MW of wind power could be
added to the Tehachapi grid in California without increasing the transmission capacity. Matevosyan (2005)
showed that, in areas with limited transmission capacity, curtailing (or “spilling”) a small percent of the
power produced by interconnected wind farms could be
effective. This study examines both issues in detail. It
does not, however, examine the ability of wind to match
peaks in energy demand. It assumes that wind can pro-
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vide a portion of baseload energy, and that peaking
energy would be provided by other sources.

2. Interconnected wind power
a. Method
Wind speed data from the National Climatic Data
Center (2004) and former Forecast Systems Laboratory
(2004), now the Global Systems Division of the Earth
System Research Laboratory, for 2000 were used to
evaluate the effects of connecting wind farms. More
details on the dataset can be found in Archer and Jacobson (2005). Hourly and daily averaged wind speed
measurements were available from surface stations at a
standard elevation of ⬃10 m above the ground (V10
hereinafter). Observed vertical profiles of wind speed
were available at sounding stations, generally 2 times
per day (0000 and 1200 UTC). This study utilized the
least squares (LS) method to obtain relevant statistics
of wind speed at 80 m (V80 hereinafter), the hub height
of modern wind turbines. The reader is referred to Archer and Jacobson (2003, 2004, 2005) for details of the
method, which will be further validated in the next section.
To determine wind power output from connected
wind farms, the benchmark turbine selected was the
GE 1.5 MW with 77-m blade diameter at 80-m hub
height. Manufacturer data were provided only at one
m s⫺1 intervals of hub height wind speed (General
Electric 2004). It was necessary therefore to determine
an appropriate curve that would provide power output
P for any value of wind speed V. Several multiparameter curves were tried out, including third-order polynomial, sinusoidal, and linear. The best curve was
found to be a combination of two third-order polynomials:

P⫽

冦

0
Plower共V兲
Pupper共V兲
Prated
0

V ⬍ Vmin
Vmin ⱕ V ⬍ Vsplit
Vsplit ⱕ V ⬍ Vrated ,
Vrated ⱕ V ⬍ Vmax
V ⱖ Vmax

共1兲

where Prated is the rated power of the turbine (1500
kW) at the rated wind speed Vrated (12 m s⫺1), Vmin
(Vmax) is the speed below (above) which no power can
be produced (3 and 25 m s⫺1, respectively), Vsplit is the
speed above (below) which the Pupper (Plower) formulation is imposed (i.e., where the concavity of the power
curve changes sign), and Pupper and Plower are the thirdorder polynomials that pass through the upper and
lower points of the GE 1.5-MW power curve, respectively:
Pi ⫽ aiV 3 ⫹ biV 2 ⫹ ciV ⫹ di,

i ⫽ upper, lower.

共2兲

FIG. 1. Fitting curves for the GE 1.5-MW turbine.

Values of the fitting coefficients are reported in Fig. 1.
Third-order polynomials were preferred over higherorder curves because of the theoretical dependence of
wind power on the third power of wind speed.
Next, the selection of appropriate locations to connect is discussed. From Archer and Jacobson (2003),
the central United States was identified as a favorable
area for locating and connecting wind farms. Also, locations with mean annual 80-m wind speed ⬎ 6.9 m s⫺1
(i.e., in class 3 or higher) were recommended. As such,
this study focused on the area shown in Fig. 2.
The LS method was first applied to daily averages of
V10 at all surface stations in the area to obtain the
spatial distribution of yearly average V80 (hourly data
will be used next). LS parameters were calculated from
the sounding stations 2 times per day, at 0000 and 1200
UTC, corresponding to 0500–1700 LST, for the entire
year 2000. Figure 2 shows annual averages of V80 at
sites favorable for harnessing wind power (in class 3 or
higher) in the region. The stations selected for the rest
of this analysis are listed in Table 1 and marked with
their acronyms in Fig. 2. The selection proceeded by
enlarging the area around Dodge City, Kansas, the site
selected as representative of a single farm.
To determine the differences in power output for
individual versus connected wind sites, hourly observed
10-m wind speeds were used to calculate the hourly
evolution of V80 via the so-called shear function, described later in section 2b. Last, the hourly power output at each station was calculated with Eq. (1) and
averaged over N stations, where N was either 1, 3, 7, 11,
15, or 19. Sites that had missing data at a given hour
were not counted in the average for that hour. The
frequency of missing data was surprisingly large, about
10%. Given a pool of 19 sites and an array size of K
(where K ⫽ 1, 3, 7, 11, 15, or 19), the number of pos-
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FIG. 2. Locations of the 19 sites used in arrays. Sites included in the 3-, 7-, 11-, 15-, and 19-site array configuration based on
geography only are grouped within gray lines; also shown are annual average wind speeds (10⫺1 m s⫺1) at each site.

sible combinations of sites that can be included is large
(Table 2). For example, there are 50 388 possible combinations of seven sites among the 19 of interest. The
“base case” for this study is based solely on geographical proximity, and it is described in Table 1. Unless
otherwise stated, all possible combinations of sites for
each array size are evaluated in the rest of this study.

b. Results
The analysis indicated that the reliability of interconnected wind systems increased with the number of
farms. Reliability in this context is defined in terms of a
“generation duration curve,” also known as a “duration
curve” (Nørgård et al. 2004; Holttinen and Hirvonen
2005), which is analogous to the load duration curve
used for electricity demand. All hours in a year (i.e.,
365 ⫻ 24 ⫽ 8760) are rearranged based on decreasing
wind power magnitude, and the corresponding power is
plotted as a decreasing curve. The generation curve can
also be interpreted as a “reversed” cumulative prob-

ability distribution, in which each point on the x axis
represents the probability (in terms of number of hours
in a year) of wind power production greater or equal to
the corresponding y value on the curve. The adjective
reversed was used because a traditional cumulative
probability distribution is monotonically increasing,
and it shows the probability of the variable being lower
or equal to the value on the curve.
Figure 3 shows generation duration curves for the 1-,
7-, and 19-site base-case arrays. For the figure, all hours
in a year, less 2% of randomly selected hours where
wind turbines were assumed to be down because of
unplanned maintenance, were rearranged based on decreasing wind power magnitude per hour. For simplicity, each site is considered to have a single GE 1500-kW
turbine (General Electric 2004), and each curve shows
the wind power output per turbine, averaged over all
sites in the array. For the seven-site array, for example,
each point shows the total power produced by the array
divided by the number of sites (seven at most) with
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8.0
7.8
8.2
8.4
7.4

4
4
5
5
3

11, 15, 19
11, 15, 19
11, 15, 19
15, 19
15, 19

OK
OK

8.1
7.6

5
4

15, 19
15, 19

OK
TX
NM
TX

7.5
7.6
8.2
11.7

3
4
5
7

19
19
19
19

available data at that hour. Because of missing values,
none of the three curves had valid data for all 8760 h,
but each curve had a different number of valid hours.
As such, for example, the 92% probability line corresponds to a slightly different number of hours for each
array size.
“Firm capacity” is the fraction of installed wind capacity that is online at the same probability as that of a
coal-fired power plant. On average, coal plants are free
from unscheduled or scheduled maintenance for 79%–
92% of the year, averaging 87.5% in the United States
from 2000 to 2004 (Giebel 2000; North American Electric Reliability Council 2005). Figure 3 shows that,
while the guaranteed power generated by a single wind
farm for 92% of the hours of the year was 0 kW, the
power guaranteed by 7 and 19 interconnected farms
was 60 and 171 kW, giving firm capacities of 0.04 and
0.11, respectively. Furthermore, 19 interconnected wind
farms guaranteed 222 kW of power (firm capacity of
0.15) for 87.5% of the year, the same percent of the
year that an average coal plant in the United States
guarantees power. Last, 19 farms guaranteed 312 kW of
power for 79% of the year, 4 times the guaranteed
power generated by one farm for 79% of the year.
Capacity factor is the fraction of the rated power (or
maximum capacity) actually produced in a year. The
capacity factor of the 19-site array was ⬃0.45, corre-

19

1
8.12 (8.11)
2.84 (2.84)
665.13 (665.02)
365.85 (366.12)
98 600 (98 625)
45.29 (45.30)
0.15
0.21
403
Reserve requirements (MWh) per site, test case only

KS
NM
OK
TX
OK

3876
8.12 (8.11)
2.87 (2.87)
665.14 (665.03)
370.35 (370.59)
77 842 (77 862)
45.29 (45.30)
0.11
0.14
438

11, 15, 19

75 582
8.12 (8.11)
2.93 (2.93)
665.16 (665.06)
378.01 (378.22)
57 084 (57 099)
45.29 (45.31)
0.10
0.16
452

4

50 388
8.12 (8.11)
3.05 (3.05)
665.11 (665.01)
394.07 (394.21)
36 326 (36 336)
45.30 (45.31)
0.06
0.12
513

8.0

969
8.12 (8.12)
3.47 (3.46)
665.39 (665.33)
448.47 (448.31)
15 568 (15 573)
45.32 (45.33)
0.04
0.09
641

KS

19
8.25 (8.24)
4.36 (4.34)
680.69 (680.87)
569.85 (569.20)
5189 (5191)
45.38 (45.39)
0.00
0.05
835

1, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19
3, 7, 11, 15, 19
3, 7, 11, 15, 19
7, 11, 15, 19
7, 11, 15, 19
7, 11, 15, 19
7, 11, 15, 19

No. of combinations analyzed
Array-average wind speed (m s⫺1)
Std dev of array-average wind speed (m s⫺1)
Array-average wind power (kW)
Std dev of array-average wind power (kW)
Total wind energy (MWh)
Mean capacity factor (%)
Firm capacity, base case (at 87.5% and 79% probability)

5
5
5
4
4
4
4

15

8.3
8.1
8.2
7.9
7.8
7.8
7.6

11

KS
KS
KS
KS
OK
KS
KS

7

No. of sites
in array(s)

3

Yearly Power
V80
class

1

Dodge City
Garden City
Russell
Liberal
Gage
Wichita
Wichita–Col.
Jabar
GLD Goodland
Renner
EMP Emporia
CAO Clayton
CSM Clinton
AMA Amarillo
OKC Oklahoma
City
HBR Hobart
PWA Oklahoma
City
FDR Frederick
SPS
Wichita Falls
CQC Clines Corner
GDP Pine Springs

State

No. of sites

DDC
GCK
RSL
LBL
GAG
ICT
AAO

Name

TABLE 2. Statistics of interconnected wind power from aggregate arrays as a function of the number of sites included. Values obtained with the absolute value of A in Eq. (7) are
in parentheses.

TABLE 1. List of selected sites and their properties
(ID means identifier).

ID
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FIG. 3. Generation duration curves for base-case array configurations: single-, 7-, and 19-site arrays. Each point on the x axis
represents the percent of hours in a year that wind power production is greater than or equal to the corresponding power ( y
axis) on the curve. The area below the generation curve represents the total energy (kWh) produced in a year by the array.
Shaded areas are described in the text. The thatched areas are the
energy lost (9.8% and 1.6%) if the size of transmission lines is
reduced from 1500 to 1200 kW for the 1- and 19-site arrays, respectively.

sponding to a yearly power of ⬃670 kW (Table 2). The
resulting ratio of the guaranteed power produced at
79% reliability to the yearly power produced by the
19-site array was 312 kW/670 kW or ⬃47%. Thus, the
firm power produced for 79% of the year by a 19-site
array was almost half of the actual power produced in
the year or 21% of the maximum possible power produced. At the 12.5% outage rate for coal, the guaranteed power produced was 222 kW/670 kW or ⬃33% of
the yearly power produced.
Although the 1-site array had more hours of power
production at the rated power than did an average of
the 19-site array (149 vs 9), the 19-site array had fewer
hours with no power (5 vs 170) and more overall hours
with low power production than did the 1-site array
(Fig. 3). Similar findings were shown by Holttinen and
Hirvonen (2005) for a single turbine, an array covering
western Denmark, and a hypothetical array covering
four northern countries in Europe. The area below the
generation curve represents the total energy (kWh)
produced in a year by the array. For ⬃38% of the
hours, less energy was produced, averaged over 19
farms, than for an individual farm (deficit denoted by
the “⫺” mark). However, this lower average production was made up for by higher average production for
the 19 sites over the remaining 62% of the hours (surplus denoted by the “⫹” mark).
Given an array of size K, there is a large number of
possible combinations of K sites among 19 (Table 2).
All possible combinations were analyzed in this study.

FIG. 4. (a) Wind speed and (b) wind power statistics for interconnected arrays as a function of number of connected sites. The
bars indicate the range of values obtained from all possible combinations of the given number of connected sites.

To facilitate the comparison, however, only the average
of all combinations for each array size and for each
parameter are shown in Table 2. For example, the total
energy produced in a year by all possible seven-site
arrays varied between 32 529 (worst combination) and
39 478 MWh (best combination); the average from all
50 388 combinations was 36 326 MWh, the value shown
in Table 2. Similarly, the figures show the averages of
all combinations as a function of the number of interconnected sites, and the range of values from all combinations is shown by the bars.
All parameters that depended linearly on the sites
values, such as array-average wind speed, power, total
energy, and capacity factor, were unchanged whether
or not the sites were interconnected, as expected (Table
2). Nonlinear parameters, such as wind speed standard
deviation, firm capacity, and reserve requirements,
showed large improvements. For example, the standard
deviations of array-average wind speed and power
monotonically decreased (Table 2; Fig. 4). Also, the
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FIG. 5. Number of hours and energy output (kWh) at given wind speeds (m s⫺1) for all hours of 2000 averaged over (a) 1, (b) 3,
(c) 7, (d) 11, (e) 15, and (f) 19 stations.

frequency distribution of wind speed shifted to the right
and became more symmetric as the number of stations
included in the network increased (Fig. 5). This is consistent with previous findings by Archer and Jacobson

(2003) and indicates that the array wind speed distribution is closer to Gaussian than it is to Rayleigh. As
such, the more sites that are interconnected, the more
the array resembles a single farm with steady winds.
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FIG. 6. Standard deviations and coefficients of variation of wind speed and wind power at the 19 sites selected.

Second, it appears that marginal benefits decrease
with an increase in the number of farms. In other
words, even though all nonlinear parameters improved
as the number of farms went up, the incremental benefit of adding new stations kept decreasing. This is consistent with both common sense and Kahn (1979). Figure 4 shows that wind speed and wind power standard
deviations decreased less than linearly with an increasing number of sites. Note, however, that no saturation
of the benefits was found, or, in other words, an improvement was obtained, even if small, for every addition to the array size.
Third, the optimal configuration was not necessarily
the one with the highest number of sites. Figure 4b
shows that some combinations of seven sites (e.g., point
A in the figure) produced higher array-average wind
power than some other combinations of 11 sites (e.g.,
point B). The same applied to all other statistics. However, so long as more sites were added to a given array
in such a way that the area covered became increasingly
larger (as in the base case), statistical correlation

among the sites decreased and so did standard deviations (Table 2 and Fig. 4), thus improving array reliability and performance. Note that array-average wind
speed and power may become lower for increasingly
larger areas if sites in lower wind power class are added
to the initial pool.
Is there a trade-off between wind speed and intermittency? Simonsen and Stevens (2004) found that, as
single-site wind speed increases, so does the ratio between single-site wind speed standard deviation and
standard deviation of array-average wind speed (linearly). An incorrect interpretation of this finding would
be that, as average wind speed increases, so does intermittency. While it is true that wind power (speed) standard deviation increases as wind power (speed) increases (Figs. 6a,b), this is not indicative of increased
intermittency. One should not look at standard deviation per se, but at standard deviation and mean wind
speed together to evaluate intermittency. A better parameter to look at is the ratio of standard deviation
over the mean. This ratio, known as “coefficient of
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variation” (COV), behaved differently for wind speed
versus wind power. For wind speed (Fig. 6c), the COV
was approximately independent of wind speed, which
suggests that wind speed standard deviation is approximately a constant percent of mean wind speed; consequently, intermittency is not increased at higher average wind speed sites but it is almost constant. COV of
wind power, on the other hand, linearly decreased for
increasing array-average wind power (Fig. 6d), with a
high correlation coefficient (⫺0.97). This also suggests
that wind power intermittency is actually reduced at
sites belonging to higher wind power classes, and thus it
is more advantageous to select sites with high yearmean wind speed, a finding consistent with Archer and
Jacobson (2003). This is due to the fact that, since wind
power is constant for wind speeds greater than the
rated wind speed, less variation is introduced at high
wind speeds.
Further details can be found by looking at cumulative
frequency distributions of wind array-average wind
speed (Fig. 7a). What is desirable is a curve that has
small frequencies at low wind speeds and that rapidly
reaches its maximum of one. The transition from one to
three sites brings little improvement, whereas a large
benefit at both low and high wind speeds is reached
with the seven-site configuration. The addition of 3, 8,
and 11 sites (to a total of 11, 15, and 19) does not
improve substantially the array performance at high
wind speeds, but it improves that at low speeds, especially with the 19-site array.
Which sites should one select, given the large number
of possible combinations? It depends on the objective:
minimization of costs, minimization of load swings during peak hours, maximum reliability overall, and maximum average wind power are among them. Note that
geographic proximity was the only factor for the base
case. Milligan and Artig (1998) used a production cost/
reliability model to compare several indicators to find
the most reliable site configuration (among six Minnesota sites), including lowest loss-of-load expectation
(LOLE) and lowest expected energy not served (ENS),
in both a deterministic and a “fuzzy logic” approach.
They found that the fuzzy method applied to ENS was
the most robust measure of system reliability and that
the optimal configuration was one with only four out of
six sites. Milligan and Artig (1999) further applied this
technique to a multiyear dataset and found that interannual variability had an impact on the selection of the
best sites. In general, it is preferable to connect sites
that can provide more reliability, even with lower average wind speed, than vice versa. Figure 5 shows that,
as the number of connected sites increased, the behavior of the array resembled more and more that of a site
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FIG. 7. (a) Cumulative frequency distribution and (b) wind
power curve (MW) as a function of wind speed (m s⫺1), obtained
after an array average.

with steady but not necessarily strong wind speed.
Large arrays did not provide more power at high
speeds, but rather more power at low speeds, when
compared with smaller arrays (Fig. 7b). Note how the
array-averaged power curve did not reach asymptotically the rated power of the individual turbine. In fact,
since no power can be produced when the wind is too
strong (i.e., above 25 m s⫺1), fewer sites contributed to
the total array power when the array-average wind
speed was large (i.e., above Vrated ⫽ 12 m s⫺1).
As wind speed standard deviation decreases for
larger arrays, reserve requirements are reduced when
compared with each individual farm and with the sum
of all farms if they were not connected. The latter configuration will be referred to as “linear sum.” An exact
expression for the reserve requirements would be hard
to obtain, as it is a function of the electricity bidding
prices on the market, the forecast load and winds, and
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FIG. 8. Reserve requirements in a year (MWh) for the basearray and for the no-array cases (sites if they were not interconnected). Total energy (MWh) produced by the array in a year is
also shown.

the exact type of backup system. A simple assumption
is the persistency model, that is, at each hour h, the base
array commits to producing the same power supplied
the previous hour h ⫺ 1. Other energy sources provide
peaking capacity during the year. The advantage of its
relatively simple formulation is that reserve requirements of interconnected arrays can be calculated easily.
Results are summarized in Fig. 8. For the single-site
configuration only, reserve requirements coincided for
the array and the linear-sum cases (by definition). As
more sites were interconnected, the array had substantially lower reserve requirements than the linear sum.
For example, for the three-site configuration, average
reserve energy per site decreased from 2103 to 1713
MWh a year (i.e., 19% reduction) when compared with
the single-site case. The greatest benefit was for the
largest array, with an ⬃60% decrease in reserve requirements when compared with the linear sum of 19
sites (Table 2) and an ⬃47% decrease when compared
with the single-site case. As array size increased, reserve requirements represented a decreasing fraction of
the total energy produced (Fig. 8). For the three-site
configuration, 5138 MWh were needed as reserve in a
year, corresponding to ⬃33% of the total energy production (15 438 MWh per year); for the 11-site configuration, this fraction was slightly lower than 25% and for
the 19-site array it was ⬃21%.
A final benefit of interconnecting wind farms is that
it can allow long-distance transmission from a common
point, where several farms are connected, to a highload area to be reduced with little loss of transmitted
power. Suppose we want to bring power from N independent farms (each with a maximum capacity of, say,
1500 kW), from the Midwest to California. Each farm
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would need a short transmission line of 1500 kW
brought to a common point in the Midwest. Between
the common point and California, the size of the transmission line would normally need to be N ⫻ 1500 kW.
However, because geographically disperse farms cause
slow winds in some locations to cancel fast winds in
others, the long-distance transmission line could be reduced by 20% (to N ⫻ 1200 kW) with only a small loss
(2% with N ⫽ 19) in overall delivered power (Fig. 3).
With only one farm, a 20% reduction in long-distance
transmission would decrease delivered power by 9.8%.
Thus, the more wind farms connected to the common
point in the Midwest, the greater the reduction in longdistance transmission capacity possible with little loss in
delivered power. Because of the high cost of longdistance transmission, a 20% reduction in transmission
capacity with little delivered power loss would reduce
the cost of wind energy.

3. Validation
The LS method was evaluated against observed data
from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) tower network
(Fig. 9), described in detail in Archer and Jacobson
(2005). The wind speed data used so far were retrieved
at a reference height H REF ⫽ 10 m and were extrapolated to a hub height H HUB ⫽ 80 m, thus the notation
V10 and V80 for the reference and the hub height wind
speeds. However, the LS method can be applied to any
paired reference and hub heights. Furthermore, the
KSC data were retrieved at variable heights (Table 3).
Therefore, the notation V REF and V HUB will be used in
the rest of this section.
The validation will focus on two aspects of the LS
method. The first one is the potential error introduced
when daily averages of V REF are used in combination
with 2-times-per-day sounding profiles, as opposed to
more frequent and simultaneous surface and sounding
profiles. This step is relevant for optimal wind farm
siting when only daily averages of V REF are available.
In this rather common case, it is important to know
whether (and how much) LS results could be biased.
The second aspect is the formulation of the hourly evolution of V HUB given observed hourly V REF. Both aspects will be examined in the next two sections.

a. Error in using daily averages
As discussed in Archer and Jacobson (2005), the LS
method should be applied with simultaneous sounding
and surface data. In other words, for each given hour,
the LS parameters should be determined from the
soundings and then applied to the value of V REF at the
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FIG. 9. Location of sounding stations and towers near the KSC.

surface station, valid at the same hour as the soundings.
The daily average of V HUB at the surface station should
then be calculated from hourly values as follows:
VHUB
⫽
H

1
⫻
24

冦

24

兺

h⫽1

K

兺R

k⫽1

冋兺
K

1
1
2
k

⫻

k⫽1

1
R2k

Lh,k共VREF
兲
h

册冧

,

共3兲
where Lh,k is the LS function [as in Archer and Jacobson (2005)] at sounding station k for hour h, VREF
is the
h
hourly average of V REF at the surface station, and
V HUB
is the daily average of VHUB at the surface station
H
as determined from hourly values.
However, neither sounding nor surface data are
available on an hourly basis for all locations. Daily averages of wind speeds at the surface stations and
2-times-per-day sounding profiles are often the only
available data. For the typical case of two sounding
profiles (at 0000 and 1200 UTC), the estimate of the

daily average wind speed at hub height based on daily
average reference height wind speed V REF
was thereD
fore
V HUB
⫽
D

1
K

⫻

兺R

1

k⫽1

冋兺
K

2
k

1

⫻
2
k⫽1 Rk

册

L00,k共V REF
兲 ⫹ L12,k共VREF
兲
D
D
,
2

共4兲

where L00,k and L12,k are calculated at 0000 and 1200
UTC, respectively, from each sounding station k.
Archer and Jacobson (2005) used data from the KSC
network to conclude that Eq. (4) was an acceptable
(and conservative) approximation for Eq. (3). In this
study, the same dataset is used to evaluate further the
extent of the error introduced in Eq. (4) and the dependence of such error on the time zone of the stations
of interest.
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TABLE 3. List of the Kennedy Space Center towers and levels. The reference and the hub heights are indicated with “ref” and
“hub,” respectively.
Tower ID

No. of levels

0020

(All)
(N ⫽ 3)
(All)
(N ⫽ 3)

0021
0061
0062
1101
1102
3131
3132
0001
0108
0112
0211
0303
0311
0403
0412
0415
0506
0509
0714
0803
0805

Levels (m)
4
4
4
4
4
4

(All)
(N ⫽ 3)
(All)
(N ⫽ 3)

(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)

16
16
16
16

(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
(ref)
16
16
16
16
16 (ref)
16 (ref)
16 (ref)
16 (ref)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)
16 (hub)

Following Archer and Jacobson (2005), the KSC
towers are divided into two categories: four-level towers, with wind speed sensors at four or more heights,
and two-level towers, with sensors at only two heights.
The eight four-level towers (Table 3) can be used as
surrogates for sounding stations because LS parameters
can be determined only if wind data are available at
least for three heights. They will be referred to as “surrogate soundings.” At these towers, H REF and H HUB
were chosen so as to mimic the typical sounding profiles, for which H REF is the lowest available height and
two heights are typically available above H HUB. At the
same time, it was preferable to have H HUB as close as
possible at all eight towers to make easier the comparison among them. Because of this requirement, different
towers have different pairs of H REF–H HUB, but all have
H HUB ⬃ 50 m. Also, H REF was preferably ⬃ 10 m. For
an evaluation of the LS method at these eight surrogate
sounding towers, refer to Archer and Jacobson (2005,
their Table 7), which showed that the average error was
approximately ⫺3%. The 14 two-level towers can be
treated as surface stations (“surrogate surface”). At
these surrogate surface towers, the average error was
⫺19.8% (Archer and Jacobson 2005, their Table 8).
The following analysis will focus on these 14 towers, for
all of which H REF ⫽ 4 m and H HUB ⫽ 16 m.

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

27
27
27
27
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)

44
44
44
44

(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
(hub)
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62

62
62
62
62

90

120

90

120

150
150
150
150

Given the time zone of the KSC network (i.e., ⫺5
from UTC), the 0000 and 1200 UTC hours correspond
to 1900 and 0700 LST, respectively. LS parameters
were thus calculated at 0700 and 1900 LST from the
surrogate soundings and used at the surrogate surface
stations. Results are summarized in Table 4. Note that
the values in Table 4 differ from those in Table 8 of
Archer and Jacobson (2005) because the latter were
obtained from five real sounding profiles retrieved in
Florida, and not from the surrogate sounding towers, as
done here.
Equation (3) appears to be a good estimator of
V HUB, as the average observed V HUB was 3.34 m s⫺1
and the average calculated V HUB from hourly values
was 3.04 m s⫺1. For each individual station, V HUB
was
H
conservative at all stations except for towers 0112, 0211,
0403, and 0506, with the worst overestimate being
20.2% at tower 0403. Note that towers 0112 and 0211
are collocated.
By using daily averages in combination with 2-timesper-day LS parameters determined from surrogate
soundings (i.e., V HUB
) with Eq. (4), the accuracy of the
D
result depends on the time zone of the station, or, in
other words, on which 12-h-apart pairs of hours are
used. For example, by using the 0700–1900 LST pair at
tower 0311, results obtained with Eq. (4) (4.05 m s⫺1)

Obs

3.70
3.51
3.65
4.24
2.97
3.96
3.68
3.20
2.98
3.34
3.08
3.26
2.43
2.72
3.34

Tower

0001
0108
0112
0211
0303
0311
0403
0412
0415
0506
0509
0714
0803
0805
Avg

2.24
2.60
3.69
4.34
2.31
3.86
4.42
2.72
2.60
3.72
2.86
2.40
2.29
2.51
3.04

Hourly
2.23
2.50
3.64
4.24
2.33
3.79
4.32
2.76
2.64
3.62
2.84
2.41
2.27
2.51
3.01

0000–1200
2.24
2.49
3.63
4.21
2.34
3.80
4.34
2.76
2.63
3.62
2.84
2.40
2.27
2.50
3.01

0100–1300

0300–1500
2.29
2.54
3.69
4.43
2.41
3.84
4.45
2.80
2.66
3.64
2.84
2.42
2.33
2.53
3.06

0200–1400
2.26
2.52
3.66
4.35
2.36
3.80
4.38
2.76
2.60
3.64
2.82
2.38
2.30
2.52
3.03

0500–1700
2.39
2.61
3.82
4.54
2.51
3.97
4.62
2.91
2.77
3.70
2.91
2.51
2.42
2.59
3.16

0400–1600
2.32
2.56
3.71
4.48
2.44
3.88
4.49
2.83
2.68
3.67
2.86
2.44
2.35
2.55
3.09

2.44
2.67
3.99
4.66
2.59
4.12
4.73
3.03
2.91
3.72
3.01
2.60
2.48
2.66
3.26

0600–1800

Sounding times (LST)

2.40
2.64
3.91
4.65
2.54
4.05
4.63
2.94
2.85
3.75
2.96
2.53
2.45
2.60
3.21

0700–1900
2.29
2.57
3.79
4.42
2.43
3.92
4.46
2.85
2.74
3.72
2.93
2.47
2.35
2.54
3.11

0800–2000
2.24
2.54
3.73
4.17
2.36
3.87
4.35
2.77
2.67
3.70
2.87
2.44
2.28
2.54
3.04

0900–2100
2.22
2.51
3.68
4.15
2.32
3.79
4.30
2.75
2.63
3.62
2.84
2.39
2.26
2.50
3.00

1000–2200

2.22
2.51
3.68
4.23
2.33
3.82
4.30
2.77
2.64
3.64
2.84
2.41
2.27
2.51
3.01

1100–2300

TABLE 4. Values of observed and calculated LS wind speeds at KSC two-level towers. Calculated values were obtained by either simultaneous Vref and sounding parameters (hourly)
or by using the daily average of Vref with 12-h-apart sounding parameters. In boldface are the average observed wind speeds and those calculated from hourly profiles; also in boldface
are the average wind speeds calculated from 2-times-per-day profiles for the time zones of the United States.
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FIG. 10. (a) Observed winds, calculated from hourly Vref, and
calculated from daily averages of Vref with 2-times-per-day soundings values of LS wind speed, averaged over all two-level towers
of the KSC network. (b) Values of the shear function  averaged
over all hours and all KSC two-level towers obtained with all
12-h-apart pairs of sounding times. The value obtained with correction factors at 0700–1900 LST (corresponding to 0000 and 1200
UTC in Florida) is shown with a rhomboidal mark. Reproduced
from Archer and Jacobson (2006).

are slightly larger than those obtained with Eq. (3) (3.86
m s⫺1). The same applies to the six 12-h-apart pairs
between 0300–1500 and 0800–2000 LST. For all other
pairs, a small underestimate is instead introduced by
using daily averages. Figure 10a shows that, on average,
pairs between 0500–1700 and 0700–1900 LST, that is,
the three easternmost time zones of the United States,
generate estimates of V HUB that are larger than those
generated with simultaneous sounding and surface
hourly values. However, such estimates are lower than
observations by ⫺2.4% on average, with ⫺35.3%
(tower 0001 at 0500–1700 LST) and ⫹28.7% (tower
0403 at 0600–1800 LST) as extremes.
In summary, the application of the LS method to
simultaneous surrogate sounding and surrogate surface
hourly values appears to be generally accurate and con-
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servative. By using daily averages at surrogate surface
stations in combination with 2-times-per-day LS parameters derived from surrogate soundings, results differ
slightly depending on the time zone. If the LS parameters are obtained in the late afternoon and early morning (i.e., 0500–1700, 0600–1800, and 0700–1900 LST),
V HUB estimates are larger than those obtained from
hourly values, but still smaller than observed values on
average. As such, the LS method appears to be acceptable and conservative even when used with daily averages of V REF.

b. Error in using the  function (with and without
correction factors)
From Archer and Jacobson (2003), the variation with
time h of the ratio between V HUB and V REF, also
known as the shear function (h), can be represented as
a sinusoidal as follows:

冋

共h兲 ⫽  ⫹ A sin

册


共h ⫺ ␦兲 ,
12

共5兲

where A is the curve amplitude, ␦ is the time shift necessary for the sine curve to have a minimum at 1300 LT
(⫺5), and  is the daily mean of . The hourly values of
V HUB can then be obtained by multiplying hourly values of V REF by (h). If only the values of  at 0000 and
1200 UTC are known (i.e., 00 and 12), then the two
unknown parameters  and A can be estimated as

⫽␣

12 ⫹ 00
and
2

共6兲

A⫽␤

12 ⫺ 00
,
2

共7兲

where ␣ and ␤ are factors depending on the time zone.
Note that amplitude A in Eq. (7) is allowed to become
negative (when 00 ⬎ 12), to capture the real variability
of the shear function. However, Eq. (7) was originally
derived for the central U.S. time zones, for which  has
a minimum around 0000 UTC. In Florida,  at 0000–
1200 UTC is near zero, which could cause spurious sign
switches in the amplitude value. Thus, in this section
only, the absolute value was used in Eq. (7). This choice
was also introduced to avoid sign dependency on the
time zone. The absolute-value formulation was generally conservative at most of the stations tested (as discussed later), and it is consistent with findings by Lazarus and Bewley (2005).
After combining Eq. (5) with Eqs. (6) and (7), h can
be expressed as

h ⫽ ␣

冋

册

12 ⫹ 00
12 ⫺ 00

⫹␤
sin
共h ⫺ ␦兲 .
2
2
12

共8兲
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The KSC tower data were used again to evaluate the
accuracy of Eq. (8). To simplify the analysis, the correction factors ␣ and ␤ were both set to one at first.
Results, summarized in Table 5, are once again slightly
dependent on the time zone. On average, the shear
function is largely underpredicted by using Eq. (8), as
the mean observed value of h was 2.8 and the mean
calculated one was 1.8 (using 0700–1900 LST). The
same was true at each individual tower for all pairs of
12-h-apart times. Again, the early-morning–late-afternoon pairs of hours (i.e., 0500–1700 through 0700–1900
LST) gave rise to larger values of the shear function
than did all other pairs. For example, at tower 0403, the
average observed value of h was 2.015, the average
calculated value with the 0700–1900 LST pair was 1.864,
and the average calculated value with the 0100–1300
LST pair was 1.761. The average behavior of  at all
towers as a function of the 12-h-apart pairs of hours is
shown in Fig. 10b. By using the correction factors ␣ ⫽
0.95 and ␤ ⫽ 1.2 [suggested in Archer and Jacobson
(2004)], valid for the continental U.S. time zones (i.e.,
⫺5, ⫺6, and ⫺7 from UTC), the early-morning–lateafternoon effect was virtually eliminated. In fact, the
average  obtained with correction factors at 0700–1900
LST was comparable to the average  obtained with
other pairs of hours (Fig. 10b and Table 5).
The final question to investigate is how well the proposed formulation for the shear function actually mimics the real one. Figures 11a–c show examples of calculated and observed h at the tower closest to the average (0415), the tower with the worst performance
(0001), and the tower with the best performance (0506),
respectively. In general, the proposed sinusoidal pattern of h is a good approximation for the real pattern
of the shear function. However, besides the general underestimation of the average value discussed above, the
observed pattern shows a larger amplitude and a
sharper transition from day to night (and from night to
day). Also, the early-morning/late-afternoon hour pairs
tend to produce a larger daily mean  than do other
hour pairs. This supports the choice of the correction
factors in Archer and Jacobson (2004), which forced a
reduction of  (␣ ⬍ 1) and an increase of A (␤ ⬎ 1).

4. Conclusions
In this study, the effects of interconnecting multiple
wind farms through the transmission grid were investigated. The area of interest was within the midwestern
United States, previously identified as one of the best
locations for wind power harnessing over land. Nineteen sites with annual average wind speed at 80 m
above ground, the hub height of modern wind turbines,
greater than 6.9 m s⫺1 were identified and intercon-

0000–1200

1.741
1.752
1.648
1.581
1.755
1.618
1.744
1.620
1.608
1.693
1.677
1.630
1.756
1.662
1.678

⌷bs

3.997
3.210
1.875
2.215
3.546
1.862
2.015
3.310
2.564
1.813
2.435
3.318
2.903
3.408
2.748

Tower

0001
0108
0112
0211
0303
0311
0403
0412
0415
0506
0509
0714
0803
0805
Avg

1.739
1.743
1.636
1.577
1.772
1.614
1.761
1.615
1.616
1.695
1.642
1.614
1.765
1.642
1.674

0100–1300
1.761
1.753
1.651
1.604
1.782
1.628
1.767
1.632
1.625
1.689
1.641
1.642
1.782
1.714
1.691

0200–1400
1.787
1.771
1.666
1.621
1.815
1.642
1.797
1.651
1.644
1.711
1.684
1.663
1.798
1.691
1.710

0300–1500
1.809
1.783
1.667
1.640
1.848
1.662
1.822
1.672
1.684
1.694
1.679
1.741
1.817
1.730
1.732

0400–1600
1.866
1.807
1.723
1.753
1.898
1.732
1.867
1.766
1.756
1.719
1.754
1.743
1.865
1.756
1.786

0500–1700
1.896
1.845
1.779
1.741
1.906
1.780
1.899
1.811
1.848
1.742
1.774
1.828
1.890
1.808
1.825

0600–1800
1.873
1.825
1.733
1.790
1.869
1.751
1.864
1.756
1.759
1.724
1.733
1.748
1.857
1.745
1.788

0700–1900

Sounding times (LST)

1.785
1.772
1.670
1.679
1.771
1.669
1.790
1.651
1.656
1.704
1.661
1.662
1.778
1.671
1.709

0800–2000
1.748
1.763
1.632
1.670
1.756
1.635
1.762
1.629
1.616
1.673
1.652
1.631
1.760
1.659
1.685

0900–2100
1.731
1.754
1.634
1.638
1.747
1.617
1.739
1.608
1.606
1.685
1.631
1.620
1.755
1.671
1.674

1000–2200
1.729
1.756
1.645
1.609
1.741
1.626
1.747
1.618
1.604
1.681
1.633
1.636
1.748
1.655
1.673

1100–2300

1.779
1.735
1.652
1.697
1.772
1.663
1.767
1.671
1.676
1.641
1.641
1.661
1.758
1.652
1.697

0700–1900
LT corrected

TABLE 5. Values of observed and calculated  at two-level towers of the KSC network. The calculated values were obtained for all 12-h-apart pairs of sounding times. Values
obtained with correction factors are also shown in the last column. In boldface are the average values of  observed and calculated at 0700–1900 LST, corresponding to 0000–1200
UTC in Florida, with and without correction factors.
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FIG. 11. Observed and calculated hourly  at (a) tower 0415
(closest to average), (b) tower 0001 (worst case), and (c) tower
0504 (best case). Note the different scales on axes.
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nected within an increasingly larger array. Wind speeds
at 80 m were calculated via the least squares method,
which involved a combination of 10-m wind speed observations at the sites of interest and vertical wind profiles retrieved at nearby sounding stations. Observed
data from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida were
used to validate the method.
Array-average statistics were compared with those
obtained from each individual site and from the same
sites if they were not interconnected (linear sum). Parameters that depend linearly on the values at each
individual site, such as array-average wind speed, wind
power, and capacity factor, were unaffected by the interconnection, as expected. All other nonlinear parameters showed substantial improvements as the number
of interconnected sites increased. These included standard deviations of array-average wind speed and wind
power, which decreased as array size increased, array
reliability, and reserve requirements, which decreased
relative to both the linear sum and the total electricity
delivered. The marginal benefit of each additional site
decreased. However, no saturation of benefits was
found, that is, positive marginal benefits were always
found, even if small.
Contrary to common knowledge, an average of 33%
and a maximum of 47% of yearly averaged wind power
from interconnected farms can be used as reliable,
baseload electric power. Equally significant, interconnecting multiple wind farms to a common point, and
then connecting that point to a far-away city can allow
the long-distance portion of transmission capacity to be
reduced, for example, by 20% with only a 1.6% loss of
energy.
Reliability was studied with the generation duration
curve because it is relatively simple to implement and it
does not require any load data. As such, the results
described in this study are general and do not depend
on the load. An alternative method to study reliability
is the Effective Load Carrying Capability. Because of
its complexity and dependency on load data, the ELCC
approach is recommended for future studies.
In conclusion, this study implies that if interconnected wind is used on a large scale, a third or more of
its energy can be used for reliable electric power and
the remaining intermittent portion can be used for
transportation (i.e., to power batteries or to produce
hydrogen), allowing wind to solve energy, climate, and
air pollution problems simultaneously.
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Abstract
Advances in digital communications and renewable energy technologies are poised to facilitate a
transition to a “next generation utility” that fully integrates both supply- and demand-side
resources in a way that can enable significantly larger penetrations of intermittent renewable
energy technologies than conventionally thought possible.
However, as the penetration of intermittent renewable energy grows, the variability of the
resource becomes of increasing concern. This paper evaluates the potential reduction in
variability due to the geographical dispersion of wind resources across large geographic areas.
Specifically, the analysis uses data from within the Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO), the
Southwest Power Pool (SPP), and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT).
This analysis shows that there is a significant advantage to geographically distributing wind
resources, even if individual sites do not exhibit large negative covariance. One of the primary
advantages is the drastic reduction in time in which there is zero power production. Furthermore,
all geographic regions show a reduction in portfolio variability compared to any individual site.
The implication of this finding is that choosing locations for wind development in part based on
benefits to system reliability can both decrease the cost of and likely increase the total amount of
intermittent renewables that can be integrated on to an electric grid.
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I. Introduction
The ever-growing energy demands of our 21st century lifestyle are dependent upon a power
infrastructure designed for the early 20th century. However, advances in digital communications
and renewable energy technologies could facilitate a transition to a “next generation utility” that
fully integrates both supply- and demand-side resources in a way that can enable significantly
larger penetrations of intermittent renewable energy technologies than conventionally thought
possible. Table 1, below, summarizes the components of the next generation utility and the form
each might take under traditional, modern conventional wisdom, and next generation utility
concepts.
Table 1. Next Generation Utility Concept Building Blocks
Traditional approach

Conventional wisdom now

Next generation concept

Energy efficiency

Up to the customer

Component-based utility
programs

Breakthrough-level system
efficiencies

Load response

Emergency curtailment

Price response to limit peak
demand

Real-time response to balance
system

Plug-in vehicles

R&D only

Lucrative off-peak demand

Vehicle-to-grid storage resource

Renewable
generation

Marginal fuel saving, no
capacity value

Some capacity value with gasfired firming

Firming by load-side & other
renewables

Distributed (co-)
generation
Advanced grid
intelligence

Emergency standby only
for reliability
Unidirectional tree from
source to load

Co-generation OR emergency
standby
Some intelligence to automate
loads

Tri-generation AND reliability
support
Omnidirectional web of sources
&loads

A fundamental component of this next generation utility is the large-scale incorporation of
intermittent renewable energy resources, including wind and solar. While many U.S. electric
utilities are currently looking at the possibilities for incorporating wind power up to 10–20
percent, the next generation utility would require a significantly higher penetration.
However, as the penetration of intermittent renewable energy grows, the variability of the
resource becomes of increasing concern. This paper evaluates the potential reduction in
variability due to the geographical dispersion of wind resources across a large area. Specifically,
the analysis uses data from within the Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO), the Southwest
Power Pool (SPP), and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT).
The paper also qualitatively discusses the possible efficiencies associated with more dynamic
control of demand-side resources, including increased control over flexible loads and the
integration of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Taken together, these resources can allow a utility
to better manage the variability of intermittent resources.
II. Intermittent Renewables
One of the primary goals of electric utilities is maintaining the reliability of the electric system—
the implication being that the reliability of any individual generator is only important in the
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larger context of system reliability. This insight also recognizes that all generators, both
conventional and intermittent, have some probability of failure. The forced outages of
conventional generators result from unplanned mechanical failures, whereas the effective “forced
outages” of intermittent generators are due to the risk of “fuel” (i.e., wind) availability. These
two factors lead to the conclusion that we must evaluate intermittent renewable generators for
their contribution to overall system reliability, rather than the reliability of an individual
renewable generator.
Because of the implications for reliability, capacity credit—the amount of capacity that can be
counted on to contribute to system reliability—has financial value and can therefore greatly
improve the cost-effectiveness of wind power. Conventional wisdom holds that capacity credit is
given to an individual site based on the individual site characteristics.1 This philosophy generally
leads to the assumption that wind farms have little or no capacity value because the degree of the
resource’s variability is so high at each individual site.2
However, modern financial portfolio theory offers a different way of looking at the world. A
financial portfolio consists of a combination of individual stocks.3 Developed by Harry
Markowitz in 1952, modern portfolio theory enables the creation of minimum-variance
portfolios for a given level of expected return.4 This theory is based on diversification—the
lower the correlation between the individual assets that make up the portfolio,5 the lower the
portfolio variance, or risk.
Portfolio theory can be easily applied to energy resources. In this context, a renewable portfolio
can comprise a geographically dispersed set of wind farms. This paper seeks to analyze the
reliability value, and therefore capacity value, of a set of wind farms dispersed across the U.S.
Midwest.
III. Literature Review
Analysis of the benefits of geographical dispersion began in 1979, when Kahn6 concluded that
reliability increases as a function of geographic dispersion of wind development in California.
From the late 1990s to today, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and various
co-authors have published considerable material on this topic, concluding that increased spatial
diversity decreases intermittent power outputs.7,8
1

Milligan, M. Modeling Utility-Scale Wind Power Plants Part 2: Capacity Credit. (National Renewable Energy
Laboratory 2002). NREL/TP-500-29701.
2
Kirby, B., et al. California Renewable Portfolio Standard Renewable Generation Integration Cost Analysis, Phase
III: Recommendations for Implementation. (California Energy Commission 2004).
3
Alexander, C. Handbook of Risk Management and Analysis. (John Wiley & Sons 1996).
4
Id.
5
Id.
6
Kahn, E. The Reliability of Distributed Wind Generators. (Energy and Environmental Division, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory 1979).
7
Milligan, M. and Artig, R. Choosing Wind Power Plant Locations and Sizes Based on Electric Reliability
Measures Using Multiple-Year Wind Speed Measurements. (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 1999).
NREL/CP-500-26724.
8
Milligan, M. and Artig, R. Reliability Benefits of Dispersed Wind Resource Development.
National
Renewable Energy Laboratory 1998). NREL/CP-500-24314.
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In 2005, Lena Hansen authored Can Wind Be a Firm Resource? A North Carolina Case Study.9
This study concluded, “Geographically dispersing wind farms, and considering their output
together rather than individually, significantly reduces the variability of the wind system.” The
analysis methods used in that study with regards to portfolio optimization have been expanded
and reused in this analysis.
Christina Archer and Mark Jacobson at Stanford University have published a series of papers on
this topic including: U.S. Winds and Wind Power at 80 m (2003)10; Evaluation of Global Wind
Power (2005);11 and, Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing Transmission Requirements by
Interconnecting Wind Farms (2007)12.
IV. Methods
Data Collection
Approximately 500 wind data sets were collected from sites around the country (see Figure 1)
with the help of the following organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plains Organization for Wind Energy Resources (POWER), part of the Energy and
Environmental Research Center (EERC), based at the University of North Dakota.13
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).14
Alternative Energy Institute (AEI) based out of West Texas A&M University.15
Renewable Energy Research Laboratory (RERL) based at the Center for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (CEERE) at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst.16
The Oklahoma Wind Power Initiative (OWPI) a collaborative effort between the
University of Oklahoma and Oklahoma State University.17
Idaho National Laboratory (INL).18
Utah Geological survey.19
Energy Resources Research Laboratory, based at Oregon State University.20
Stanford University via Dr’s Mark Jacobson and Cristina Archer.
Renewable Energy Advancement in Nevada and the Southwest Program sponsored by
U.S. Senator Harry Reid and supported by NREL, in cooperation with the Desert
Research Institute and the Western Regional Climate Center.21

9

Hansen, L. Can wind be a firm resource? A North Carolina case study. (Duke Environmental Law and Policy
Forum 2005). Vol.15:341.
10
Archer, C.L., and M.Z. Jacobson. U.S. Winds and Wind Power at 80 m. (Journal of Geophysical Research, 2003).
Vol. 108, No. D9, 4289, doi:10.1029/2002JD002076.
11
Archer, C.L., and M.Z. Jacobson. Evaluation of Global Wind Power. (2005).
12
Archer, C.L., and M.Z. Jacobson. Supplying Baseload Power and Reducing Transmission Requirements by
Interconnecting Wind Farms. (Journal of Applied Meteorology and Climate 2007).
13
Available online at: www.undeerc.org/programareas/renewableenergy/wind/default.asp
14
Available online at: www.nrel.gov/wind/
15
Available online at: www.wtamu.edu/research/aei/
16
Available online at: www.ceere.org/rerl/index.html
17
Available online at: www.seic.okstate.edu/owpi/
18
Available online at: www.inl.gov/wind/idaho/
19
Available online at: geology.utah.gov/sep/wind/anemometerdata/sitedata.htm#data
20
Available online at: me.oregonstate.edu/ERRL/
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Figure 1. Location of data collection sites

Data choice
While nearly 500 distinct data sets were collected, each one spanned a different time period. To
accurately assess the possible covariance and therefore benefits of geographically dispersing
wind generation, it is imperative that data sets from the same time period be analyzed. Ideally at
least three years of consecutive data would be analyzed as that length of time should show
variability that may not be seen in any one single year. However, as a first step and to capture the
largest geographical area, this analysis uses wind data during a one-year time period. The year
chosen for analysis had the most overlapping data sets; in this case, 2004. In addition to having
95 data sets with year 2004 data, data were available for four power pools (ERCOT, SPP, MRO,
and WECC), thereby providing a significant geographical spread.
Power Production Model
Wind speed data were converted into power output data by first converting all sub-hourly data to
hourly data and adjusting wind speeds to hub-height. Utility-scale wind turbines are generally
installed at an 80-meter hub height, plus or minus 20 meters. To increase the validity of this
analysis, all attempts were made to collect data sets that were taken at or above 80 meters. For
this analysis, all data gathered at lower than 40 meters were discarded, data gathered between 40
meters and 80 meters were scaled up to 80 meters, and all data gathered at or above 80 meters
were left at the recorded height. Wind speeds were adjusted for height using the one-seventh21

Available online at: www.wrcc.dri.edu/nrel/
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power rule, as expressed through the equation (V/Vo) = (H/Ho) α, where V = Wind speed at
height H, Vo = Wind speed at height Ho, and α = The friction coefficient, which is a function of
the terrain over which the wind is blowing.22
Subsequently, a 2 MW wind turbine (Vestas V80) was chosen to model power production,23 and
the turbine’s power curve was adjusted for elevation and air density at each site. This adjustment
was made based on recorded elevation and air density derived from temperature data or
estimated based on site elevation. Wind power production is determined by the equation:24
Pw = 1/2CPρAV3
Where:
CP = The coefficient of power
Pw = Power in watts of the wind
ρ = Air density in kg/m3
A = Wwept area of the rotor in m2
V = Wind speed
Hourly power output was calculated for each data set, based on adjusted power curves as
displayed in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Power Curve for a V80 2 MW at 1.22 kg/m^2 Air Density

22

Masters, G. Wind Power Systems, (John Wiley and Sons 2004).
Technical specifications are found at: www.vestas.com/vestas/global/en/Products/Wind_turbines/V80_2_0.htm.
24
Masters, G. Wind Power Systems, (John Wiley and Sons 2004).
23
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An example of power production during one day for five sites in Texas is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Daily Variation in Power Output (5 sites in Texas, January 1, 2004)

Optimization25
The concept behind optimizing the portfolio of individual wind sites is based on financial
portfolio theory. In the figure below, the curved line illustrates how expected return and standard
deviation change with different combinations of two stocks. This is known as the efficient
frontier. Portfolios below the curve are not efficient, because a greater return could be achieved
for the same risk. Portfolios above the line are impossible. Portfolios on the line represent the
portfolio with the highest return for a given risk level, and involve different quantities of each
stock.

25

The following optimization methods are taken from Hansen 2005.
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Due to topography and meteorology, winds in different geographic locations are often not
correlated while sometimes they are negatively correlated. By blending individual sites together
into a portfolio, the overall risk, or variability, of a power portfolio should be reduced.
The first step in determining the benefit of geographical dispersion is to determine whether the
sites of interest exhibit any covariance. If two sites have a negative covariance, one site’s power
output is small when the other site’s power output is large, and vice versa. This negative
covariance should have the effect of reducing the variability of the combined output of the
system as a whole.
Covariance matrices were generated between sites on a state-, power pool-, and system-wide
basis, according to the formula:
Cov (x, y) = 1/n * Σ (xi - µx) (yi - µy)
Where:
x, y = Data series
n= Number of data points
µ = Data point series average
i = Data point
The value of negative covariance in reducing the system variability was determined by running
an optimization model that determines the amount of power that should be installed at each site
to achieve a collective minimum variability. This optimization model minimizes the portfolio
variability by changing the amount of capacity development in each location, subject to:
•
•
•

The percentage of total development at each site is ≥ 0 and ≤ 1;
The total development of all sites combined = 100 percent of the development; and
The output of the total development is ≥ a minimum specified production number.

V. Results & Discussion
For this analysis, several geographic regions were analyzed, including:
•

•
•

States
o Texas,
o Kansas,
o Minnesota, and
o North Dakota.
Reliability Regions
o The Midwest Reliability Organization (comprising Minnesota and North Dakota).
System-wide

For each of the geographical regions analyzed, reduction in variability was found due to negative
covariance between some sites. Not surprisingly, more variability reduction was found over
larger geographical areas or where wind regimes vary based on terrain. Results from each region
are discussed below.
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Texas
Five sites across Texas, each with capacity factors between 10-25 percent, were used to
determine the benefit of geographical dispersion across the state. Using these five sites, different
portfolios can be created that exhibit the minimum variability for a specified portfolio average
power output. That is, if a certain level of power output is required in order to make the
investment cost-effective, the system can be optimized to minimize variability while producing
the minimum required level of power.
Figure 4 below shows the different portfolios that can be created in Texas, each with an average
power output and associated variability. This mean-variance frontier shows that increasing
portfolio variability is coupled with an increasing percentage of power output relative to the rated
capacity of the system.
Figure 4: Texas Mean-Variance Frontier

In general, this system shows a significant increase in variability per percent increase in output.
This pattern indicates that there could be an advantage to selecting a portfolio with a slightly
lower power output and corresponding much lower variability. The remainder of this analysis
examines the specific portfolio that produces 20 percent of the rated power output on average
across 2004. That portfolio included generation in the following proportions:
Table 2. Capacity at each site to produce 20% capacity factor with minimum variability
Texas Site
Amarillo
Corpus Christi
Presidio
Sweetwater
Washburn
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Figure 5, below, shows the output of each individual site over the course of a day, as well as the
output of the optimized portfolio. As is clearly evident, this optimized portfolio has a lower
average power output than some individual sites, but is also much less variable over the course
of the day.
Figure 5: Optimized output (5 sites in Texas, January 1, 2004)

Figure 6 is a histogram of an entire year (2004) of the Texas system’s hourly outputs. Of
particular interest is that the optimized portfolio, shown in orange, never has zero output. That is,
the wind is always blowing at at least one site in the portfolio. Conversely, the wind is also never
blowing at maximum speed at all sites at the same time. Together, this pattern indicates a wind
regime that is relatively reliable.
Figure 6: Texas 2004 Output Histogram (optimized system specified with 20 percent
minimum portfolio output)
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The histogram shown above indicates that the optimized portfolio produces more power more
frequently than the individual portfolios, while at the same time exhibiting less variability, as
seen in the narrow shape of the curve. This data is reproduced in
Table 3 in a cumulative percent showing the reliability of the 2004 data. That is, for this
portfolio, there is virtually zero time with zero production. The 0.03 percent probability of zero
energy production in the optimized system equates to three hours of zero production per year
whereas each of the wind sites individually would have between 40 and 89 days of zero
production.
Table 3: System reliability percentage at x percent of capacity
System Reliability %
Capacity %

Optimized
System

Amarillo

Corpus

Presidio

Sweetwater

Washburn

0%
5%

0.03%
99.97%

13.46%
86.54%

10.82%
89.18%

24.24%
75.76%

12.14%
87.86%

17.10%
82.90%

10%

87.77%

70.51%

71.02%

47.77%

69.98%

71.78%

15%
20%
25%
90%
95%
100%

61.51%
38.64%
23.30%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%

57.30%
48.20%
41.29%
5.84%
5.04%
4.41%

52.65%
38.08%
28.21%
0.99%
0.83%
0.72%

28.54%
19.11%
13.43%
1.06%
0.97%
0.84%

57.64%
49.17%
42.08%
7.40%
6.27%
5.53%

59.43%
51.04%
43.82%
5.15%
4.34%
3.61%

Based on this data, it can therefore be concluded that there is likely a great advantage in
geographically dispersing wind capacity across Texas.
Kansas
The mean-variance frontier comprising different portfolios of seven wind sites in Kansas shows
a large increase in variability compared to the increase in portfolio capacity factor.
Figure 7: Kansas Mean-Variance Frontier
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Due to the relative uniformity of topography in Kansas, winds in the state tend to exhibit positive
covariation, and also have relatively high speeds. This is evident in that the capacity factors for
the sites in Kansas range from 25-35 percent, as compared to 10-25 percent in Texas. Figure 8 is
a histogram of an entire year (2004) of the Kansas system’s hourly outputs.
Figure 8: Kansas 2004 Output Histogram (optimized system specified with 25 percent
minimum portfolio output)

The Kansas system has a high power output potential along with a high degree of variability.
Because the winds are quite correlated, the optimized system shown in the graph above does not
show a dramatic improvement in variability compared to the individual sites. However, there is
significantly less time during which zero power is produced, compared to the individual sites.
Furthermore, because the wind speeds are generally high, it is likely that combining these Kansas
sites into a larger geographic portfolio could prove beneficial.
Minnesota
Figure 9 shows the mean-variance frontier for portfolios of 17 sites in Minnesota. Power output
increases quickly with little increase in variability until approximately 15 percent of installed
capacity. Therefore, the optimized portfolio at that point is presented.
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Figure 9: Minnesota Mean-Variance Frontier

With a minimum portfolio output of 15 percent of rated capacity, the Minnesota system is has
following histogram of power production.
Figure 10: Minnesota 2004 Output Histogram (optimized system specified with 15 percent
minimum portfolio output)

Like Kansas, the primary benefit of geographically dispersing wind across these sites seems to
be in reducing time in which there is zero power output. In comparison to the Texas system, the
Minnesota system has many more sites available for development. Regardless of this possible
advantage, the Texas system produces a higher power output with comparable variability. This
result is a function of having greater diversity, and therefore more negative covariance, in the
Texas wind regime. Nevertheless, when optimized, the Minnesota wind system becomes less
variable and is a strong resource.
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North Dakota
The mean-variance frontier for the North Dakota wind system is shown below. Because of the 5
percent increase in capacity factor with virtually no increase in variability, the remainder of this
analysis is based on a portfolio with a 25 percent capacity factor. North Dakota has high wind
speeds, although that production is also consistent with a high degree of variability.
Figure 11: North Dakota Mean-Variance Frontier

Figure 12: North Dakota 2004 Output Histogram (optimized system specified with 25
percent minimum portfolio output)

Figure 12 displays the power output of the North Dakota wind system. The optimized portfolio
shows little time in which there is zero power production, and more time in which there is higher
power production than individual sites.
Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO)
Beyond the reliability benefits of wind geographically dispersed across a state, it is worth
analyzing larger geographical areas. As an example, the Midwest Reliability Organization
PowerGen Renewable Energy 2008
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(MRO) is considered as a geographic region. MRO comprises North Dakota and Minnesota, and
since MRO is a recognized reliability region, it is reasonable to assume that power could be
integrated across that area.
The mean-variance frontier for the MRO system is shown in the figure below; the remainder of
this analysis looks at the portfolio with a 15 percent capacity factor, although the portfolio with a
20 percent capacity factor could also prove useful at reducing variability.
Figure 13: Midwest Reliability Organization Mean-Variance Frontier

Figure 14: MRO 2004 Output Histogram (optimized system specified with 15 percent
minimum portfolio output)
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Figure 14 displays the power output of the MRO wind system, compared to the previously
discussed optimized portfolios for North Dakota and Minnesota. When optimized, 5 percent of
the wind capacity is available at all times. Moreover, significant reductions are seen in time spent
at zero power production as well as at full capacity potentially facilitating easier integration of
wind power.
VI. Conclusions and Next Steps
This analysis shows that there is a significant advantage to geographically distributing wind
resources, even if individual sites do not exhibit large negative covariance. One of the primary
advantages is the drastic reduction in time in which there is zero power production. Furthermore,
all geographic regions show a reduction in portfolio variability compared to any individual site.
The implication of this finding is that choosing locations for wind development in part based on
benefits to system reliability can both decrease the cost of and likely increase the total amount of
intermittent renewables that can be integrated on to an electric grid.
It is also likely that further reliability benefits will be found by analyzing an even larger
geographic region than has been included here. For example, creating a portfolio comprising the
entire middle corridor of the U.S.—from Texas through the Dakotas—could take advantage of
the fast winds in the Dakotas and the varying wind regimes in Texas. Additionally, creating a
portfolio of wind and other renewable resources such as solar, energy storage, demand response,
and end-use efficiency could further increase reliability benefits.
Expanding the geographic region under consideration, integrating other energy resources, and
enhancing the optimization model are all on-going as part of the development of the next
generation utility concept.
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